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BLACK HOLE GLUING IN DE SITTER SPACE
PETER HINTZ
Abstract. We construct dynamical many-black-hole spacetimes with well-controlled as-
ymptotic behavior as solutions of the Einstein vacuum equation with positive cosmological
constant. We accomplish this by gluing Schwarzschild–de Sitter or Kerr–de Sitter black
hole metrics into neighborhoods of points on the future conformal boundary of de Sit-
ter space, under certain balance conditions on the black hole parameters. We give a
self-contained treatment of solving the Einstein equation directly for the metric, given
the scattering data we encounter at the future conformal boundary. The main step in
the construction is the solution of a linear divergence equation for trace-free symmetric 2-
tensors; this is closely related to Friedrich’s analysis of scattering problems for the Einstein
equation on asymptotically simple spacetimes.
1. Introduction
A vacuum spacetime with cosmological constant Λ ∈ R is a 4-manifold M equipped with
a Lorentzian metric g of signature (−+++) satisfying the Einstein vacuum equation
Ric(g)− Λg = 0. (1.1)
The Majumdar–Papapetrou [Maj47, Pap45] spacetime is an explicit solution for the coupled
Einstein–Maxwell system1 in Λ = 0 describing several extremally charged black holes; a sim-
ilar construction for Λ > 0 was given by Kastor and Traschen [KT93]. We will demonstrate
how to construct vacuum spacetimes which, for late times, describe dynamical many-black-
hole spacetimes with precisely controlled asymptotic structure using a gluing method. Our
construction applies in the case Λ > 0, which is consistent with the ΛCDM model currently
favored in cosmology [R+98, P+99].
The simplest solution of (1.1) is de Sitter space
M◦ = (−pi/2, pi/2)s × S3, gdS = (3/Λ) cos−2(s)
(−ds2 + gS3),
where gS3 is the standard metric on the 3-sphere; this describes an exponentially expanding
(as s → pi/2) universe. The metric gdS is asymptotically simple [Pen65]: the conformal
multiple cos2(s)gdS extends smoothly to a Lorentzian metric on the partial compactification
M = (−pi/2, pi/2]s × S3.
(M◦, gdS) is geodesically complete, so future timelike observers in M◦ can only tend to ∂M
but never reach it; one calls ∂M future timelike infinity, or the future conformal boundary
of de Sitter space, often also denoted I+. Since images of null-geodesics are conformally
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1This means that the right hand side of (1.1) is no longer 0, but related to the energy-momentum tensor
of an electromagnetic field satisfying Maxwell’s equation.
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2 PETER HINTZ
invariant, the backward light cone from a point p ∈ ∂M is a null hypersurface inside M◦
and known as the cosmological horizon associated with p. See Figure 1.1.
p
I+
Figure 1.1. The (partial) conformal compactification M of de Sitter space,
a point p on its future conformal boundary I+, and a piece of the backwards
light cone from p.
The simplest black hole solution of (1.1) is the Schwarzschild–de Sitter (SdS) solution,
recalled below. It depends on a mass parameter m ∈ R and can be thought of as describing a
black hole tending to some fixed but arbitrary point p in I+; it is defined in a neighborhood
of p. Our main result gives a sufficient condition under which one can glue several SdS
black holes into de Sitter space:
Theorem 1.1. Let N ∈ N. For i = 1, . . . , N , fix points pi ∈ ∂M = S3 ⊂ R4 and
(subextremal) masses 0 < mi < (3Λ)
−1/2 such that the balance condition
N∑
i=1
mipi = 0 ∈ R4. (1.2)
holds. Then there exists a metric g solving the Einstein vacuum equation (1.1) in a neigh-
borhood of ∂M with the following properties:
(1) in a neighborhood of pi, g is isometric to a Schwarzschild–de Sitter black hole metric
with mass mi, containing future affine complete event and cosmological horizons;
(2) outside a small neighborhood of {p1, . . . , pN}, cos2(s)g is smooth down to s = pi/2,
and asymptotic to the rescaled de Sitter metric cos2(s)gdS at the rate cos
3(s).
See Figure 1.2. When N ≥ 2, and all masses are sufficiently small in absolute value, we
show that the cosmological horizons of different black holes intersect in the maximal globally
hyperbolic development of g; see the end of §3.3. Note that upon replacing s by −s, we glue
SdS black holes, with past affine complete horizons, into a neighborhood of past conformal
infinity of de Sitter space; this provides interesting settings in which to (numerically) study
the interaction of black holes in de Sitter space under forward evolution.
Recall here that for subextremal mass parameters m ∈ (0, (3Λ)−1/2), the SdS metric is
Rt × (r−, r+)r × S2, gm = −µm(r)dt2 + µm(r)−1 dr2 + r2gS2 ,
where µm(r) = 1 − 2mr − Λr
2
3 , and 0 < r− < r+ are the unique positive real roots of µm.
After a suitable coordinate change, one can extend gm beyond the event horizon r = r−
and beyond the cosmological horizon r = r+ to a metric gm on a larger manifold
M◦m = Rt∗ × (0,∞)r × S2.
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Figure 1.2. Illustration of Theorem 1.1. We glue SdS black holes into
neighborhoods of the points pi; only two black holes are shown here. The
dashed lines labelled H¯+ are the cosmological horizons of the individ-
ual black holes, while the dashed lines labelled H+ (not drawn Penrose-
diagrammatically) indicate their event horizons. (The two H¯+ lines tending
to p1 are really a single (0,∞)t∗ × S2, forming one connected horizon, but
for visualization purposes we needed to reduce dimension of the sphere by
2.) The gray region indicates the region where the metric is not isometric
to some SdS metric.
One can identify the piece t∗ > 0 of M◦m with a subset of de Sitter space M◦ in such a
way that the SdS cosmological horizon and the backward light cone from a point p ∈ ∂M
coincide in a neighborhood of p; denote the resulting metric by gp,m. This metric is in fact
conformally smooth down to ∂M away from the singular point p, with r →∞ corresponding
to s → pi/2. See Figure 1.3. Conclusion (1) in Theorem 1.1 is then the statement that
g = gpi,mi near pi.
I+
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Figure 1.3. The Schwarzschild–de Sitter metric glued into de Sitter space.
We only show the cosmological horizon and the cosmological region r > r+
where r is timelike. On the right is the same picture, but we show an
additional spatial dimension, thus showcasing the connectedness of H¯+.
The precise result, Theorem 3.2, is more general: the masses mi are allowed to be any real
number, and we then glue the far end r  1 of M◦m into de Sitter space. (For subextremal
masses as in Theorem 1.1, one can then ‘fill in’ the rest of the SdS black hole.) We also
prove the necessity of the balance condition under certain asymptotic assumptions on g;
see Theorem 3.4.
We prove a similar result for gluing Kerr–de Sitter (KdS) black holes into de Sitter space.
The KdS family of metrics [Car68] depends on two parameters, m (mass) and a (specific
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angular momentum). For the purpose of gluing KdS metrics into de Sitter space, we also
keep track of the point on I+ to which the black hole tends, and the orientation of its
axis of rotation. We can then glue any finite number of KdS black holes into de Sitter
space under two balance conditions: the first condition is similar to (1.2) but now involving
the effective mass meff = m/(1 + Λa
2/3)2, and the second condition requires the effective
angular momenta meffa (taking into account the black hole locations and axes of rotation)
to sum up to 0, see Definition 4.3.
1.1. Gluing in general relativity. Most gluing constructions in general relativity operate
on the level of (noncharacteristic) initial data sets. Recall that an initial data set for the
Einstein vacuum equation (1.1) is a 3-manifold Σ together with a Riemannian metric γ and
a symmetric 2-tensor k on Σ satisfying the constraint equations
Rγ + (trγ k)
2 − |k|2γ = 2Λ, δγk + d trγ k = 0; (1.3)
here Rγ is the scalar curvature, and δγ is the negative divergence (the adjoint of the sym-
metric gradient). Given (Σ, γ, k), there exists a unique maximal globally hyperbolic devel-
opment (M, g), with g solving (1.1), and an embedding Σ ↪→M such that the images of γ
and k are the metric and second fundamental form of Σ [CB52, CBG69].
Brill–Lindquist [BL63] explicitly constructed initial data containing any number N of
(charged) Einstein–Rosen bridges at arbitrarily chosen points in R3 and with arbitrary
mass parameters; the resulting initial data has one distinguished asymptotically flat (AF)
region and N AF regions on the other side of the wormholes. Misner [Mis63] (and Lindquist
[Lin63] in the Einstein–Maxwell case) showed how with a careful choice of parameters, one
can identify all but two AF regions, and for just two points even create a spacetime with
one AF end and a wormhole connecting two ‘points’. These constructions are global and
rigid, the main tool being superpositions of shifted and scaled versions of 1/|x|; this is also
the case for Majumdar–Papapetrou and Kastor–Traschen spacetimes.
The starting point for localized gluing is Corvino’s work [Cor00] on the gluing of the large
end of Schwarzschild data (Λ = 0) to a given time-symmetric AF initial data set on R3; in
this case, the constraint equations become k = 0 and Rγ = 0, and key to the localized gluing
is the underdetermined nature of the scalar curvature operator γ 7→ Rγ (more precisely,
the overdetermined nature of the adjoint of its linearization). The assumption of time-
symmetry was removed by Corvino–Schoen [CS06] by allowing the AF end to be equal to
Kerr initial data.
Chrus´ciel–Delay [CD02] extended the methods of Corvino–Schoen and also refined worm-
hole constructions by Isenberg–Mazzeo–Pollack [IMP02, IMP03]. In [CD02, §4], they con-
structed time-symmetric data containing any number of Schwarzschild black holes (mean-
ing: neighborhoods of the neck region of the Riemannian Schwarzschild metric), placed
at a collection of points in R3 which is symmetric around 0 ∈ R3. (This assumption is
loosely related to the balance condition (1.2).) The same authors also construct many-Kerr
initial data [CD03, §8.9], again under a parity condition. In both papers, the smallness
required for solving the nonlinear constraint equations comes from taking the black hole
masses to be small compared to the distance of the points. Chrus´ciel–Mazzeo [CM03] show
that the maximally globally hyperbolic development of suitable many-Schwarzschild initial
data has past-complete I +, and the black hole region has several connected components.
Their arguments use Friedrich’s stability result [Fri86b] and direct geometric arguments, a
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description of the global structure of the resulting spacetime being far beyond the reach of
hyperbolic PDE theory at this point.
Chrus´ciel–Isenberg–Pollack [CIP05, CIP04] give sharp results on gluing in compact sub-
sets of initial data sets, and also discuss the case Λ > 0 as well as matter models coupled
to the Einstein equation; see also [IMP05]. Carlotto–Schoen [CS16] gave another striking
extension of this method, producing asymptotically flat initial data which are nontrivial (γ
Euclidean, k = 0) only in arbitrary (noncompact!) cones in R3.
We also mention Cortier’s work [Cor13] on gluing exact Kerr–de Sitter ends to solutions
with asymptotically KdS ends, generalizing from the Kottler–Schwarzschild–de Sitter case
studied in [CP08]. The latter results are very different from Theorem 1.1 as they concern
the periodic ends of the level set t = 0 in the maximal analytic extension of SdS and KdS
spacetimes (called Delaunay ends in the SdS case). One can construct many-black-hole
initial data sets, with a finite number of black holes, from [CP08, Cor13] by identifying
two isometric (in particular, sufficiently far apart) copies of the fundamental domain of
the maximally extended SdS or KdS data set glued in near spatial infinity. In the case of
exact SdS or KdS data sets, the resulting spacetime is a quotient of the maximal analytic
extension by a suitable discrete translational symmetry; in particular, the future conformal
boundary has several connected components, each of which is an interval times S2.
1.2. Scattering problems on asymptotically simple spacetimes; gluing in de Sit-
ter space. As discovered by Friedrich [Fri86a], the ‘constraint equations’ at the conformal
boundary of an asymptotically simple spacetime2 with Λ > 0 simplify dramatically com-
pared to (1.3). Indeed, fixing a Riemannian 3-manifold (S, h), the degrees of freedom are
two scalar functions as well as a symmetric 2-tensor k on S satisfying the linear equations
trh k = 0, δhk = 0. (1.4)
Given these data, one can construct an asymptotically simple solution (M, g) of (1.1) so
that S = ∂M and h is the restriction to ∂M of a suitable conformal multiple of g; the tensor
k is equal to certain components of the rescaled Weyl tensor of g at ∂M . (We remark here
that Dafermos–Holzegel–Rodnianski [DHR13] gave a scattering construction of black holes
settling down exponentially fast to a subextremal Kerr metric by solving a characteristic
Cauchy problem ‘backwards’ with cosmological constant Λ = 0; see also [Ren90, Luk12].)
The linear nature of the constraints (1.4) suggest a simple way of gluing pieces of asymp-
totically simple spacetimes into de Sitter space. Indeed, on Riemannian manifolds (S, h)
of dimension 3 and higher, the divergence operator on trace-free symmetric 2-tensors is
underdetermined, and one can solve the divergence equation
δhk
′ = f, trh k′ = 0, (1.5)
in such a way that the support of k′ is contained in a small neighborhood of supp f .
This requires that there is no obstruction, i.e. f must be orthogonal to the cokernel—the
space of conformal Killing vector fields. Solvability then follows from a general result by
Delay [Del12]. Thus, naively gluing many SdS black holes into neighborhoods of points
p1, . . . , pN ∈ I+ = S3 via a partition of unity, the constraints (1.4) will typically be violated
for the induced data k, and with h = gS3 ; one can, however, correct k by a 2-tensor k
′
2A manifold M with boundary, and a metric g on M◦ satisfying (1.1) such that, for a boundary defining
function τ , the ‘unphysical metric’ τ2g is a smooth Lorentzian metric on M , with ∂M spacelike when Λ > 0.
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supported away from the points pi assuming the obstruction vanishes for f = −δhk, which
precisely leads to the balance condition (1.2); see §3.1.
We use the gluing problem as an opportunity to give a self-contained treatment of the
scattering problem—the construction of a spacetime solution of (1.1) from asymptotic data
at I+—in this specific context. Rather than using Friedrich’s conformal Einstein field equa-
tions, see [Fri86a, §2], in which one solves for quantities derived from the metric tensor,
we directly construct the metric as a Lorentzian 0-metric (uniformly degenerate metric),
following the terminology of Mazzeo–Melrose [MM87]; see §3.2–3.3. As demonstrated by
Vasy [Vas10, Theorem 5.5], solutions of linear wave equations on a spacetime with asymp-
totically de Sitter type 0-metrics can be constructed from scattering data in Taylor series
at I+ using regular-singular point ODE methods; the remaining error, which vanishes to
all orders at I+, is solved away by solving a wave equation with such essentially trivial forc-
ing. (Similar constructions are fairly standard in the Riemannian context on conformally
compact or asymptotically hyperbolic metrics, see e.g. Fefferman–Graham [FG85, FG12]
and Graham–Zworski [GZ03].)
In our gluing problem, this approach does not work directly. Indeed, calling the naively
glued metric from the previous paragraph g0, the leading order term of the resulting error
Ric(g0) − Λg0 is of size O(τ4) as a 2-tensor expressed in terms of dτ/τ and sections of
T ∗S3/τ (and supported away from the points pi) where τ = cos s is a boundary defining
function of M ; the degenerate nature of (the linearization of) the Einstein vacuum equation
prevents us from solving this error away using a metric correction of the same size. Instead,
we need to use a metric correction of size O(τ3) which does not produce any τ3 error terms
(i.e. lies in the kernel of the indicial operator of the linearization of (1.1)); in order for it
to solve away the τ4 error, one needs to solve an equation of the form (1.5).
To continue the construction, we use the now fairly precise glued metric, called g0, as
a background metric in a generalized harmonic gauge, similarly to [GL91], and solve the
gauge-fixed Einstein equation (see Definition 3.12), first in Taylor series in §3.2 (similarly
now to the scalar wave equation case discussed in [Vas10]), and then nonlinearly by solving
a quasilinear wave equation with rapidly decaying (at ∂M) forcing in §3.3. We show that
the resulting metric solves the Einstein vacuum equation by using the usual argument based
on the second Bianchi identity and the propagation of the gauge condition. In this final
step, the sufficiently rapid vanishing of the gauge condition, a 1-form on spacetime, at ∂M
replaces the vanishing of the Cauchy data of this 1-form in the standard short-time theory.
Our gluing method is very flexible. For instance, one can glue any number of KdS black
holes into the upper half space model [0, 1)τ˜×R3x˜, gdS = τ˜−2(−dτ˜2 +dx˜2), of de Sitter space
without any balance conditions if one allows for the solution to be sufficiently large at spatial
infinity; in this case, we can of course only guarantee the existence of the nonlinear solution
of (1.1) in a neighborhood of τ˜ = 0 which may shrink as |x˜| → ∞. More generally, one
can glue any metrics suitably asymptotic to de Sitter space into de Sitter space. See §3.5
for more on this. In particular, one may be able to glue several dynamical KdS black holes
together once their behavior is understood globally; see the work [HV18] by the author
with Vasy for the stability of the KdS exterior, and Schlue’s ongoing project [Sch16, Sch19]
(building on his prior [Sch15]) on the stability of the cosmological region.
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We remark that, as another application of our approach, the polyhomogeneous formal
solutions of (1.1) constructed by Fefferman–Graham can be corrected to true (asymptoti-
cally de Sitter like) solutions near the future conformal boundary; see Remark 3.17. This
was previously shown by Rodnianski–Shlapentokh-Rothman [RSR18].
Remark 1.2. We expect our methods to generalize in a straightforward manner to all higher
dimensions, including to odd-dimensional spacetimes to which neither Friedrich’s analysis
nor the extensions by Anderson and Chrus´ciel apply [And05, AC05].
Remark 1.3. It would be interesting to perform similar gluing constructions for Einstein–
matter systems such as the Einstein–Maxwell equations, thus generalizing the family of
Kastor–Traschen spacetimes. See also [Fri91].
1.3. Outline of the paper. In §2, we recall relevant aspects of 0-analysis, i.e. the analysis
of 0-metrics and associated uniformly degenerate differential operators. In §3, we present
the details of the gluing construction for multi-SdS spacetimes; in §4, we extend this to the
KdS case. Throughout the paper, the cosmological constant will be a fixed number
Λ > 0.
Acknowledgments. Part of this research was conducted during the period I served as a
Clay Research Fellow. I would like to thank Maciej Zworski and Sara Kaliˇsnik for their
enthusiasm and support, and Richard Melrose and Andra´s Vasy for discussions on a related
project. I am also grateful to Piotr Chrus´ciel for helpful suggestions. This material is based
upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. DMS-1440140
while I was in residence at the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley, Cal-
ifornia, during the Fall 2019 semester.
2. Analysis of uniformly degenerate metrics
We recall natural vector bundles associated with uniformly degenerate geometries in §2.1
and describe de Sitter space from this point of view; associated differential operators are
discussed in §2.2. In §2.3, we discuss the case of the Einstein vacuum equations in detail.
2.1. Rescaled tangent and cotangent bundles; de Sitter space. Let M be a smooth
(n + 1)-dimensional manifold with boundary ∂M 6= ∅; the space of smooth vector fields
on M is denoted V(M) = C∞(M ;TM). Following Mazzeo–Melrose [MM87], we define the
space
V0(M) := {V ∈ V(M) : V (p) = 0 ∀ p ∈ ∂M}
of 0-vector fields (or uniformly degenerate vector fields); this is a Lie subalgebra of V(M).
If τ ∈ C∞(M) denotes a boundary defining function, i.e. ∂M = τ−1(0) and dτ 6= 0 on
∂M , then V0(M) = τV(M). In local coordinates [0,∞)τ × Rnx, the space V0(M) is the
C∞(M)-span of the n+ 1 vector fields
τ∂τ , τ∂xi , i = 1, . . . , n.
Together, these provide a smooth frame of a vector bundle 0TM , called 0-tangent bundle,
which is nondegenerate down to τ = 0. Thus, for z ∈ M , there is a natural map 0TzM →
TzM which is an isomorphism for z ∈ M◦. A section V ∈ C∞(M ; 0TM) restricts to a
smooth vector field on M◦ which extends smoothly to a vector field on M . This identifies
V0(M) = C∞(M ; 0TM).
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The dual bundle of 0TM is called the 0-cotangent bundle 0T ∗M . In local coordinates
near ∂M , a local frame is given by
dτ
τ
,
dxi
τ
, i = 1, . . . , n.
These are smooth and nonvanishing down to τ = 0.
Definition 2.1. A Lorentzian 0-metric (or uniformly degenerate Lorentzian metric) g on
M of class C∞ is a smooth section g ∈ C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M) which has signature (n, 1) at every
point of M .
In local coordinates, a smooth Lorentzian 0-metric can be written as
g = τ−2
(
g00dτ
2 + 2
n∑
i=1
g0idτ ⊗s dxi +
n∑
i,j=1
gijdx
i ⊗s dxj
)
,
with the gµν smooth functions of (τ, x), and (gµν)µ,ν=0,...,n having signature (n, 1). Note
that τ2g ∈ C∞(M ;S2T ∗M) is a smooth Lorentzian metric on M in the usual sense. In
particular, the class of metrics g for which ∂M is spacelike for the metric τ2g is well-
defined, and independent of the choice of boundary defining function τ ; we shall only be
concerned with such metrics in the present paper. The Riemannian metric induced on ∂M
by τ2g does depend on τ , but its conformal class is well-defined.
The prime example for us is the de Sitter spacetime in 3+1 dimensions, with cosmological
constant Λ > 0. It can be defined as the cylinder3
M = [−pi/2, pi/2]s × S3, gdS = 3
Λ
· −ds
2 + gS3
cos2 s
, (2.1a)
whose interior is conformally diffeomorphic to a slab inside the Einstein universe (Rs ×
S3,−ds2 + gS3); here gS3 is the standard metric on S3. The metric gdS is a solution of the
Einstein vacuum equation (1.1). To see that gdS has the required form near s = pi/2, let us
take τ = cos s near s = pi/2; then
gdS = (3/Λ)τ
−2(−(1− τ2)−1dτ2 + gS3) on [0,∞)τ × S3ψ. (2.1b)
Note that τ2gdS|∂M = (3/Λ)gS3 is a Riemannian metric, thus ∂M = S3 unionsq S3 is spacelike
with respect to gdS.
Other forms of the de Sitter metric are useful for calculations. Regarding S3 as the unit
sphere S3 ⊂ R4 = R× R3, we define the map
[0, 1)× R3 3 (τ˜, x˜) 7→ (τ, ψ) ∈ [0,∞)× S3,
τ =
((1− (τ˜2 − |x˜|2)
2τ˜
)2
+ 1
)−1/2
, ψ =
τ
τ˜
(1 + τ˜2 − |x˜|2
2
, x˜
)
∈ S3
(2.2a)
from part of the upper half space into de Sitter space (2.1b); here | · | is the Euclidean norm.
The de Sitter metric then takes the form
gdS =
3
Λ
· −dτ˜
2 + dx˜2
τ˜2
on Mu := [0,∞)τ˜ × R3x˜. (2.2b)
See [HZ18, §6.1] for these and related calculations (in particular, relating both (2.1b) and
(2.2b) to the one-sheeted hyperboloid in (1 + (n+ 1))-dimensional Minkowski space which
3Just this one time, we also include the past conformal boundary.
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is isometric to global de Sitter space); they imply that the map (2.2a) composed with
(τ, ψ) 7→ (s, ψ), s = arccos τ in the coordinates (2.1a), extends analytically to a map
[0,∞)τ˜ × R3x˜ → M whose image is the complement of the backward causal cone from the
point (−1, 0) ∈ S3 at s = pi/2; see [HZ18, Figure 7].
Finally, introducing polar coordinates x˜ = R˜ω˜, R˜ = |x˜| ≥ 0, ω˜ ∈ S2, and putting
(t, r, ω) =
(−12√Λ/3 log(R˜2 − τ˜2), √Λ/3τ˜−1R˜, ω˜) (2.3a)
in the cosmological region R˜ > τ˜ , we have
gdS = −
(Λr2
3
− 1
)−1
dr2 +
(Λr2
3
− 1
)
dt2 + r2gS2 . (2.3b)
This is a smooth 0-metric on a compactification of (
√
3/Λ,∞)r × Rt × S2ω; indeed, letting
τs = r
−1, and defining
Ms := [0,
√
Λ/3)τs × Rt × S2ω, (2.3c)
we have
gdS = τ
−2
s
(
−(Λ/3− τ2s )−1dτ2s + (Λ/3− τ2s )dt2 + gS2) ∈ C∞(Ms;S2 0T ∗Ms). (2.3d)
The metric induced on τs = 0 (factoring out the overall scalar factor Λ/3) is
hs := (Λ/3)τ
2
s gdS|∂M =
Λ2
9
dt2 +
Λ
3
gS2 . (2.4)
We remark that τ , τ˜ , and τs are equivalent defining functions on the overlaps of the
various coordinate charts.
2.2. Differential operators, function spaces. Geometric operators associated with a
0-metric g on an (n+ 1)-dimensional manifold M are examples of 0-differential operators.
Concretely, using abstract index notation, we shall in particular deal with the wave operator
on bundles,
gu = −u;κκ, (g g˙)µν = −g˙µν;κκ,
the divergence and (trace-free) symmetric gradient
δgω = −ωκ;κ, (δg g˙)µ = −g˙µκ;κ, (δ∗gω)µν = 12(ωµ;ν + ων;µ), δ∗g,0ω := δ∗gω + 1n+1gδgω,
as well as the ‘trace reversal4 operator’ on 2-tensors,
Gg g˙ := g˙ − 12g(trg g˙).
We define the space Diffm0 (M) of m-th order 0-differential operators to consist of all locally
finite linear combinations of up to m-fold products of 0-vector fields. Then g ∈ Diff20(M)
for the scalar wave operator, g ∈ Diff20(M ;S2 0T ∗M) for the tensor wave operator acting
on symmetric 2-tensors, δ∗g ∈ Diff10(M ; 0T ∗M,S2 0T ∗M), and so forth. For instance, for the
metric (2.2b) in 3 + 1 dimensions, we have
3Λ−1g = (τ˜ ∂τ˜ )2 − 3τ˜ ∂τ˜ + τ˜2∆x˜, ∆x˜ := −
n∑
i=1
∂2x˜i ;
for the other operators, we will give explicit expressions in §2.3.
4One has trg ◦Gg = − trg only for n+ 1 = 4.
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Associated with any 0-differential operator A ∈ Diffm0 (M) is its indicial family (see also
[Maz91, §2]) I(A, λ) ∈ C∞(∂M), λ ∈ C, which is defined by
A(τλu) = τλI(A, λ)u+O(τλ+1), u ∈ C∞(M),
for any defining function τ ; this is independent of the choice of defining function. Concretely,
A =
∑
i+|α|≤m
aiα(τ, x)(τ∂τ )
i(τ∂x)
α =⇒ I(A, λ) =
∑
i≤m
ai0(0, x)λ
i. (2.5)
Thus, I(A, λ) is a polynomial of degree m in λ, depending smoothly on x ∈ ∂M . We call
the roots of the polynomial λ 7→ I(A, λ)(x) the indicial roots of A; if they are independent
of x, we say that A has constant indicial roots.
If A ∈ Diffk0(M ;E,F ) acts between sections of vector bundles E,F → M , we define
I(A, λ) ∈ C∞(∂M ; Hom(E,F )|∂M ) similarly; the indicial roots of A are then those λ (de-
pending on x ∈ ∂M) for which I(A, λ) fails to be invertible.
Lower order terms of A as in (2.5) can be defined upon fixing a collar neighborhood
[0, )τ × ∂M of ∂M : writing
A ≡
m∑
k=0
τk
∑
i+|α|≤m
|α|=k
a
(k)
iα (x)(τ∂τ )
i∂αx .
modulo terms of the form τk+1a(τ, x)(τ∂τ )
i∂αx , a ∈ C∞,5 we define
I(A[τk], λ) :=
∑
i+|α|≤m
|α|=k
aiα(x)λ
i∂αx ∈ Diffk(∂M). (2.6)
Thus, I(A[1], λ) = I(A, λ). If A acts between sections of vector bundles E,F → M ,
the same works, with a
(k)
iα ∈ C∞(∂M ; Hom(E,F )|∂M ), upon choosing an identification
of E,F in the collar neighborhood with pullbacks of E|∂M , F |∂M along the projection
[0, )× ∂M → ∂M .
We record some standard calculations involving the indicial family. IfA ∈ Diffm0 (M ;E,F )
and λ ∈ C are such that ker I(A, λ) is a C∞ vector subbundle of E|∂M → ∂M , then
A(τλu) = O(τλ+1) for all u ∈ C∞(M) with u|∂M ∈ C∞(∂M ; ker I(A, λ)). For such u, we
moreover have
A(τλ(log τ)u) = τλ∂λI(A, λ)u+O(τλ+1 log τ); (2.7)
this can be seen by differentiating the relationship A(τλv) = τλI(A, λ)v + τλ+1v˜ (with
v˜ ∈ C∞(M) depending smoothly on λ) in λ and plugging in v = u. We also record that in
a collar neighborhood of ∂M , we have, for such u, A(τλu) = τλ+1I(A[τ ], λ)u+O(τλ+2).
The L2-based function spaces corresponding to 0-analysis are weighted 0-Sobolev spaces
τmHk0,loc(M) = {τmu : u ∈ Hk0,loc(M)}.
For k = 0, we define H00,loc(M) = L
2
loc(M) to be the space of locally
6 square integrable
functions on M relative for a smooth 0-density, i.e. a smooth positive section of the 0-density
bundle |Λn+1 0T ∗M |; in local coordinates, such a density takes the form a(τ, x)|dτ dx
τn+1
| with
5The reader familiar with b-analysis [Mel93] will recognize this as the Taylor expansion of A into dilation-
invariant (with respect to τ) b-differential operators on [0, )τ × ∂M .
6On M , thus this does encode uniformity down to compact subsets of ∂M .
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0 < a ∈ C∞, a typical example being the volume density |dg| of a Lorentzian 0-metric g.
For k ∈ N, we define Hk0,loc(M) to consist of all u ∈ L2(M) so that Pu ∈ L2(M) for all
P ∈ Diffk0(M). If M is compact, the space τmHk0 (M) = τmHk0,loc(M) carries the structure
of a Hilbert space. More generally, if M is noncompact and Ω ⊂ M is open with compact
closure, then
τmH¯k0 (Ω) := {u|Ω : u ∈ τmHk0 (M)} (2.8)
is a Hilbert space.
For compact M , we can characterize the space Hm0 (M) using a covering of M by ‘uni-
formly degenerating cubes’ as follows: if a distribution u is supported in a coordinate patch
[0, 2)τ × Rnx, and in fact in τ ≤ 1, |x| ≤ 1, then7
‖u‖2Hm0 (M) ∼
∞∑
k=0
∑
α∈Zn
|α|≤2k
‖uk,α‖2Hm([−1/2,1/2]n+1),
uk,α(T,X) := u
(
2−k(1 + T ), 2−k(α+X)
)
, (T,X) ∈ R× Rn, |T |, |X| ≤ 12 .
Note that uk,α sees u on a cube of size 2
−k centered at a point at a distance 2−k from the
boundary, and ∂T , ∂X are of the same size as τ∂τ , τ∂x. We leave the notational changes
required to drop the support condition to the reader; see also [Maz91, Proof of Corol-
lary (3.23)]. An important consequence of this characterization is that algebra properties
of Sobolev spaces on Rn immediately carry over to 0-Sobolev spaces; in particular:
Lemma 2.2. On an (n + 1)-dimensional compact manifold M with boundary, and for
k > (n+ 1)/2, the space Hk0 (M) is an algebra. More generally, we have
uj ∈ τmjHkj0 (M), j = 1, 2 =⇒ u1u2 ∈ τm1+m2Hk1+k20 (M).
Solutions of uniformly degenerate equations often have better regularity and are conor-
mal, for instance as shown for solutions of the wave equation on de Sitter type spaces in
[Vas10]. For α ∈ R, we define the space of conormal functions relative to ταL∞(M) by
Aα(M) := {u ∈ C∞(M◦) : P (τ−αu) ∈ L∞(M) ∀P ∈ Diffb(M)},
where τ ∈ C∞(M) is a boundary defining function, and Diffb(M) is the space of all b-
differential operators on M : locally, these are finite products of the vector fields τ∂τ and
∂xj with C∞(M) coefficients. The space
AαDiffm0 (M) (2.9)
of 0-differential operators with conormal coefficients consists of all locally finite linear com-
binations of differential operators of the form aP , a ∈ Aα(M), P ∈ Diffm0 (M).
2.3. Einstein vacuum equation and its linearization. We make some general obser-
vations about the following nonlinear operator for 0-metrics:
Definition 2.3. For a Lorentzian metric g on a manifold M , define
P0(g) := 2(Ric(g)− Λg). (2.10)
7We write A ∼ B to mean the existence of a constant C > 1, independent of u, so that C−1B ≤ A ≤ CB.
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For definiteness, we now work in 3 + 1 dimensions on the spacetime manifold
M = [0, 1)τ ×X, dimX = 3,
where X is a 3-dimensional manifold without boundary such as R3 or S3; the boundary
∂M = τ−1(0) will play the role of the future conformal boundary. This product structure
allows us to identify differential operators (in particular: vector fields) on X with ‘spatial’
differential operators on M . In particular, we can pull back TX (along the projection
M → X) to a bundle over M , still denoted TX, which allows us to split 0TM as
0TM = Re0 ⊕ τTX, e0 = τ∂τ ;
that is, we identify a 0-vector field ue0 + τV , u ∈ C∞(M), V ∈ C∞(M ;TX) ⊂ V(M), with
the pair (u, V ). This induces splittings
0T ∗M = Re0 ⊕ τ−1T ∗X, e0 = dτ
τ
,
S2 0T ∗M = R(e0)2 ⊕ (2e0 ⊗s τ−1T ∗X)⊕ τ−2S2T ∗X; (2.11)
that is, we identify a section u(e0)2 +2e0⊗τ−1ω+τ−2k of S2 0T ∗M with the triple (u, ω, k),
where u ∈ C∞(M), ω ∈ C∞(M ;T ∗X), k ∈ C∞(M ;S2T ∗X). Given a Riemannian metric
h on X, we can split S2T ∗X into pure trace (Rh) and trace-free parts (ker trh), thereby
refining (2.11) to
S2 0T ∗M = R(e0)2 ⊕ (2e0 ⊗s τ−1T ∗X)⊕ Rτ−2h⊕ τ−2 ker trh . (2.12)
We shall denote the components of g˙ ∈ S2 0T ∗M in the four summands in (2.12) by g˙NN ∈ R
(normal-normal), g˙NT ∈ T ∗X (normal-tangential), g˙TT1 ∈ R (tangential-tangential, pure
trace), g˙TT0 ∈ ker trh (tangential-tangential, trace-free).
We shall first study geometric operators associated with a product metric
g = (3/Λ)
−dτ2 + h(x, dx)
τ2
. (2.13)
We denote the exterior derivative on X, pulled back to a spatial operator on M , by dX .
Lemma 2.4. In the splittings (2.11), we have
δ∗g =
 e0 01
2τdX
1
2(1 + e0)
h τδ∗h
 , 3Λ−1δg = (e0 − 3 τδh − trh0 e0 − 4 τδh
)
,
and, as operators on symmetric 2-tensors,
Gg =
 12 0 12 trh0 1 0
1
2h 0 Gh
 , 3Λ−1g = e20 − 3e0 + τ2∆h +
 −6 4τδh −2 trh−2τdX −6 2τδh
−2h −4τδ∗h −2
 .
Finally, if Rκλµν and Ricµν denote the Riemann curvature tensor and Ricci tensor of g,
then the operator Rg(u)κµ = Rνκµρuνρ +
1
2(Ricκ
νuνµ + Ricµ
νuκν) is equal to
3Λ−1Rg =
3 0 trh0 4 0
h 0 4− h trh
+ τ2
0 0 00 12Ric(h) 0
0 0 Rh
 .
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Proof. In local coordinates x1, x2, x3 on X, and setting ei = τ∂xi , e
i = τ−1dxi, we com-
pute ∇e0eµ = 0 for all µ, ∇eie0 = hikek, and ∇eiek = δki e0 − τΓ(h)kijej , where δki
is the Kronecker delta. Moreover, we have Rλκµ
ν = 0 except for 3Λ−1R0ki0 = hik,
3Λ−1R0i0j = δ
j
i , 3Λ
−1Rl0i0 = δli, 3Λ
−1Rl00j = hlj , 3Λ−1Rlkij = δliδ
j
k − hikhjl + τ2R(h)lkij ,
where hjl = h−1(dxj , dxk) denotes the coefficients of the dual metric of h; this gives
Ric00 = −Λ, Rici0 = 0, and Ricij = Λhij + (Λ/3)τ2Ric(h)ij . The expressions in the
lemma follow from this by direct computation. 
The calculations in the proof imply that Ric(g)−Λg ∈ τ2C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M), i.e. any g of
the form (2.13) satisfies the Einstein equation modulo O(τ2) errors.
In [DeT82, GL91], the linearization of P0 is computed as
L0,g g˙ := DgP0(g˙) = g − 2δ∗gδgGg + 2Rg − 2Λ. (2.14)
Using Lemma 2.4, we compute the leading and subleading order behavior of L0,g:
Corollary 2.5. For g as in (2.10), and in the bundle splitting (2.12), we have
3Λ−1I(L0,g, λ) =

3λ− 6 0 −λ(3λ− 6) 0
0 0 0 0
6− λ 0 −λ(6− λ) 0
0 0 0 λ(λ− 3)
 ,
3Λ−1I(L0,g[τ ], λ) =

0 2(1− λ)δh 0 0
2dX 0 −2λdX −λδh
0 23(λ− 5)δh 0 0
0 (4− 2λ)δ∗h,0 0 0
 .
Proof. In the calculation of δ∗gδgGg, one needs to use e0τ = τ(e0 + 1) as well as δhh = −dX
and δ∗h = δ
∗
h,0 − 13hδh to obtain the stated expression for I(L0,g[τ ], λ). 
Typically, metrics do have τ -dependence. The following two lemmas describe the (lin-
earized) Einstein operator for lower order perturbations of (2.13).
Lemma 2.6. If α > 0, g˜ ∈ Aα(M ;S2 0T ∗M), then L0,g+g˜ −L0,g ∈ AαDiff20(M ;S2 0T ∗M),
see (2.9). If g˜ ∈ τmC∞ for some m ∈ N, then L0,g+g˜ − L0,g ∈ τmDiff20.
Proof. Using that the space Aα is a C∞(M)-module which is closed under multiplication,
we have (g + g˜)−1 − g−1 ∈ Aα(M ;S2 0TM). Hence Gg+g˜ − Gg ∈ Aα(M ; End(S2 0T ∗M)).
Similarly, indicating the metric in the notation for the Levi-Civita connection by a super-
script,
∇g+g˜ −∇g ∈ AαDiff10(M ; 0T ∗M ; 0T ∗M ⊗ 0T ∗M).
This implies that δ∗g+g˜−δ∗g ∈ AαDiff10(M ; 0T ∗M ;S2 0T ∗M), similarly for the other operators
appearing in (2.14). For the proof of the second part of the lemma, replaceAα by τmC∞. 
In particular, for m ≥ 2, the indicial families I(L0,g+g˜[τ j ], λ), j = 0, 1, are independent
of g˜; likewise (suitably interpreted) for g˜ ∈ Aα, α > 1.
Lemma 2.7. With P0 defined in (2.10), suppose g ∈ C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M). If α > 0, g˜ ∈
Aα(M ;S2 0T ∗M), then P0(g+g˜)−P0(g)−L0,g g˜ ∈ A2α(M ;S2 0T ∗M). Similarly, if g˜ ∈ τmC,
m ∈ N, then P0(g + g˜)− P0(g)− L0,g g˜ ∈ τ2mC∞.
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Proof. This follows similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.6. Since P0(g) and L0,g g˜ capture all
terms of P0(g+ g˜) which are at most linear in g˜, the difference P0(g+ g˜)−P0(g)−L0,g g˜ only
contains terms which are at least quadratic in g˜, hence its coefficients, as a 0-differential
operator, have the stated decay. 
3. Multi-Schwarzschild–de Sitter spacetimes
In this section, we show how to glue several Schwarzschild–de Sitter metrics into global
de Sitter space; we shall work near the future conformal boundary, hence on
M = [0, 1)τ × S3, τ = cos s. (3.1)
The de Sitter metric is of the form discussed in Lemmas 2.6–2.7. Indeed, we have
gdS ∈ 3Λ−1τ−2(−dτ2 + h) + τ2C∞, h = 3Λ−1gS3 , (3.2)
We recall the Schwarzschild–de Sitter (SdS) metric with mass m ∈ R:
gm = −
(Λr2
3
− 1 + 2m
r
)−1
dr2 +
(Λr2
3
− 1 + 2m
r
)
dt2 + r2gS2 . (3.3)
We consider the metric (3.3) for r > r+, where r+ is the largest positive real root of
Λr2/3 − 1 + 2m/r if one exists; otherwise, fix an arbitrary r+ > 0. As in (2.3d), we put
τs = r
−1, and thus gm is a smooth 0-metric on
Mm,s := [0, r
−1
+ )τs × Rt × S2ω. (3.4)
Comparison with the de Sitter metric, expressed in the same coordinates and on the man-
ifold Ms (see (2.3c)) by (2.3b) and (2.3d) (thus gdS = gm|m=0), shows that
gm − gdS ∈ τ3s C∞(Ms ∩Mm,s;S2 0T ∗Ms) (3.5)
in their common domain of definition. Note that at τs = 0, we have, in the upper half space
coordinates (2.3a), τ˜ = 0 and R˜ = e−t
√
3/Λ. In particular, t → ∞ corresponds to R˜ → 0;
let p0 = (1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ S3 ⊂ R4 denote the point R˜ = 0 inside τ˜ = 0. Moreover, t → −∞
corresponds to R˜→∞, which on global de Sitter space corresponds to the antipodal point
−p0 ∈ S3 inside ∂M by inspection of (2.2a).
In summary, by relating the coordinates in (3.4) to the semi-global de Sitter mani-
fold (3.1), gm can be regarded as gluing an SdS black hole into de Sitter space at the point
p0 at the future conformal boundary τ = 0. Given a point p ∈ S3, choose a rotation
R ∈ SO(4) with Rp = p0; this induces a map (τ, ψ) 7→ (τ,R(ψ)) on M . Pulling back gm
along this map, we obtain the metric
gp,m, p ∈ S3, m ∈ R, (3.6)
with gp,m defined in a neighborhood of Up = S3 \ {p,−p}. See Figure 1.3.
Definition 3.1. Let N ∈ N. We say that {(pi,mi) : i = 1, . . . , N} ⊂ S3 × R is balanced if
the pi are pairwise distinct and if, regarding S3 as the unit sphere inside R4, the following
relation holds:
N∑
i=1
mipi = 0 ∈ R4.
We can now state our main theorem:
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Theorem 3.2. Let N ∈ N, and suppose {(p1,m1), . . . , (pN ,mN )} ⊂ S3 × R is balanced.
Suppose Vpi ⊂ Upi is a ball around pi with the point pi removed, and suppose Vpi ∩ Vpj = ∅
for i 6= j. Then there exist a neighborhood U of ∂M\{p1, . . . , pN} and a Lorentzian 0-metric
g ∈ C∞(U ;S2 0T ∗UM) with the following properties:
(1) g satisfies the Einstein vacuum equation Ric(g)− Λg = 0;
(2) near Vpi, we have g = gpi,mi;
(3) g is O(τ3)-close to the de Sitter metric: g − gdS ∈ τ3C∞(U ;S2 0T ∗UM).
See Figure 3.1. In the case of small subextremal masses, we can say more about the
domain of existence of g; we discuss this at the end of §3.3.
p1 p2
p3
Vp1 Vp2
Figure 3.1. Illustration of Theorem 3.2, focusing on a neighborhood of
p1, p2; the shaded regions indicate where we glue in the SdS metrics gpi,mi ,
i = 1, 2. The blue segments indicate the sets Vpi . The red dashed line
indicates a piece of the past boundary of the domain U on which we construct
the metric g. The difference to Figure 1.2 is that here we do not require the
masses to be subextremal, hence we content ourselves with gluing the far
end of the cosmological region of several SdS black holes into de Sitter space.
Remark 3.3. We only explicitly describe here how to glue a piece of the cosmological region
of an SdS black hole into de Sitter space. As is well-known (see e.g. [HV18, §3.1]), the
metric gm in (3.3) merely has a coordinate singularity at the cosmological horizon r = r+
if the mass is subextremal, meaning 0 < 9Λm2 < 1. After a suitable (singular) coordinate
change, gm is analytic. There is another coordinate singularity at the event horizon, located
at the second largest root of Λr2/3 − 1 + 2m/r, beyond which the metric can again be
extended analytically. Thus, one can paste these extended subextremal SdS metrics into
neighborhoods of pi and thus, via Theorem 3.2, glue subextremal SdS metrics, extended as
far as one wishes, into de Sitter space. This is depicted in Figure 1.2.
We show the necessity of the balance assumption under certain decay assumptions on g:
Theorem 3.4. Let (p1,m1), . . . , (pN ,mN ) ∈ S3 ×R, with the pi pairwise distinct. Suppose
g satisfies the conclusions (1)–(2) of Theorem 3.2. If, for some  > 0, we have g − gdS ∈
τ3(log τ)C∞ + τ3C∞ +A3+(M ;S2 0T ∗M), then {(p1,m1), . . . , (pN ,mN )} is balanced.
In particular, this applies for metrics g satisfying part (3) of Theorem 3.2. The uniqueness
theorem is not sharp; the inclusion of a τ3 log τ term merely serves as a demonstration that
the inclusion of a logarithmic term does not help in constructing a (formal) solution of
P0(g) = 0 when the balance condition is violated. The determination of sharp conditions
under which the balance condition of Definition 3.1 is necessary for the existence of a metric
g satisfying (1)–(2) is left as an open problem. We remark that the analysis of the Einstein
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vacuum equation for metrics g with g−gdS ∈ τ2C∞ or A2 (or even less decay) is necessarily
nonlinear on the level of O(τ4) contributions to Ric(g)− Λg.
Let χi ∈ C∞(∂M) denote cutoffs, identically 1 near Vpi , and with mutually disjoint
supports; put χ0 := 1 −
∑N
i=1 χi. The starting point of the proof of Theorem 3.2 is the
naively glued metric
g0 := χ0gdS +
N∑
i=1
χigpi,mi . (3.7)
Away from the points pi, we have g0 − gdS ∈ τ3C∞. We shall show in §3.1 that the failure
P0(g0) = 2(Ric(g0)− Λg0) of g0 to solve the Einstein vacuum equation lies in τ4C∞ and is
supported away from the pi, but it is always nonzero except in the trivial case that mi = 0
for all i. The goal is to find a correction g˜ ∈ τ3C∞, with support disjoint from Vpi , such
that P0(g0 + g˜) = 0. To accomplish this, we proceed in several steps:
(1) We improve the error to P0(g0 + g˜0) ∈ τ5C∞ by solving an underdetermined di-
vergence equation for g˜0; the balance condition ensures the solvability, while the
underdetermined nature of the equation enables us to choose g˜0 to vanish identi-
cally near the pi. See §3.1.
(2) We find g in the wave map gauge with background metric g0 := g0 + g˜0 by solving
a suitable gauge-fixed Einstein equation P (g) = 0. This is done in two steps.
(a) One can construct g1 = g
0 + g˜1, g˜1 ∈ τ5C∞, with P (g1) ∈ C˙∞(M) by inverting
the indicial family of DgdSP and using a Borel summation argument. See §3.2.
(b) In order to solve away the final error, we solve the quasilinear wave equation
P (g1 + g˜2) = 0 backwards from ∂M , with solution g˜1 ∈ C˙∞(M). See §3.3.
(3) Also in §3.3, we show that g solves the Einstein vacuum equation by means of the
usual argument involving the second Bianchi identity and a unique continuation
argument at ∂M .
With P0 as in Definition 2.3, we shall write from now on
L0 := LgdS,0 = DgdSP0. (3.8)
3.1. Obstructed problem for the leading order correction. We will prove:
Proposition 3.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, and with g0 defined by (3.7),
there exists g˜0 ∈ τ3C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M), vanishing near
⋃
i Vpi, so that P0(g0 + g˜0) ∈ τ5C∞.
We begin by computing the error produced by naively gluing a single SdS black hole into
a neighborhood of p0 ∈ ∂M :
Lemma 3.6. In the coordinates (3.3), let χ ∈ C∞(Rt) be identically 1 for large t, and put
g0 = χ(t)gm + (1− χ(t))gdS. With P0 = 2(Ric− Λ) as in (2.10), we then have
P0(g0) ≡ τ4sErrs,0 mod τ5s C∞, Errs,0 = 2
dτs
τs
⊗s 12m
Λ
dχ
τs
.
Proof. Since gm and gdS solve the Einstein equation, P0(g0) is supported on {χ 6= 0, 1}. By
Lemma 2.7 and in view of (3.5), we have
P0(g0) = P0
(
gdS + χ(gm − gdS)
) ≡ L0(χ(gm − gdS)) mod τ6s C∞; (3.9)
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but for χ ≡ 1, the left hand side vanishes, hence
L0(gm − gdS) ∈ τ6s C∞. (3.10)
Now, note that γ := gm − gdS = τ3s γ3 + τ4s γ4 + O(τ5s ), with γ3 and γ4 independent of
τs when expressed in terms of the bundle splitting (2.12), with dτs/τs = −dr/r, τs, and
hs = (Λ
2/9)dt2 + (Λ/3)gS2 (see (2.4)) taking the roles of e
0, τ , and h; explicitly,
γ3 =
18m
Λ2
dr2
r2
+ 2m(r dt)2 =
(18m
Λ2
, 0,
6m
Λ2
,
4m
3
dt2 − 2m
Λ
gS2
)
.
In view of (3.10), or by direct calculation using Corollary 2.5, we have I(L0, 3)γ3 = 0 and
I(L0[τs], 3)γ3 + I(L0, 4)γ4 = 0; thus, (3.9) implies that, modulo τ
5
s C∞,
P0(g0) ≡ τ4s
(
I(L0[τs], 3)(χγ3) + I(L0, 4)(χγ4)
)
= τ4s
[
I(L0[τs], 3), χ
]
γ3
= τ4s (Λ/3)
(
0, [−3δhs , χ](γ3)TT0, 0, 0
)
(3.11)
= τ4s
(
0,
12m
Λ
dχ, 0, 0
)
since [δhs , χ] = −ι∇hsχ, ι denoting contraction, and ∇hsχ = χ′∇hst = 9Λ−2χ′(t)∂t. 
Thus, Errs,0 = O(τ4s ) is a tangential-normal tensor. In order to proceed, let us pretend
we want to glue a single SdS black hole into M . Since I(L0, 4)NT = 0 by Corollary 2.5,
we cannot solve away Errs,0 with a O(τ4s ) metric correction. Since Errs,0 = O(τ4s ) is due
to the O(τ3s ) difference of the metrics gm and gdS, we shall instead attempt to solve away
Errs,0 with a O(τ3s ) correction with support not containing p0. To this end, note first that
by Corollary 2.5,
ker I(L0, 3) = ker trhs ⊕ R
(
3(e0)2 + hs
)⊕ (2e0 ⊗s τ−1s T ∗X). (3.12)
Written as a block matrix with respect to this splitting and (2.12), we furthermore have
3Λ−1I(L0[τs], 3) =

0 0 −4δhs
−3δhs 0 0
0 0 −43δhs
0 0 −2δ∗hs,0
 : C∞(M ; ker I(L0, 3))→ C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M).
(3.13)
Thus, we need to find k ∈ C∞(∂M ; ker trhs) which vanishes near p0 and which solves
−(Λ/3)3δhsk = (Errs,0)NT = 12mΛ−1dχ. A necessary condition for solvability is that the
right hand side be L2(∂M ; |dhs|)-orthogonal to the space ker δ∗hs,0 ∈ C∞(∂M ;T ∗∂M) of
conformal Killing 1-forms. Identifying 1-forms with vector fields via the metric hs, this
condition reads∫
∂M
V (Errs,0)NT |dhs| = 0 for all conformal Killing vector fields V on (∂M, hs). (3.14)
The space of conformal Killing vector fields only depends on the conformal class of the
metric.8 Note then that hs is conformal to gS3 ; indeed, hs = τ
2
s τ
−2gS3 . The conformal
Killing vector fields of the standard n-sphere, n ≥ 3, are well-known (see e.g. [Sch08, §1.4]
and use the stereographic projection):
8Indeed, if (X,h) is a Riemannian manifold and V is a conformal Killing vector fields, so LV h = fh for
some f ∈ C∞(X), then LV (e2ϕh) = e2ϕ(f + 2V ϕ)h for any ϕ ∈ C∞(X).
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Proposition 3.7. The space confn = ker δ
∗
gSn ,0 ⊂ V(Sn) is a direct sum
confn = ison ⊕ scaln,
where ison = ker δ
∗
gSn
∼= son+1 is the space of Killing vector fields (rotations) on Sn, and
scaln = {Sq : q ∈ Rn}, Sq : Sn 3 p 7→ q − 〈q, p〉p ∈ TpSn, (3.15)
where 〈·, ·〉 is the standard inner product on Rn+1.
Passing from τs to the global boundary defining function τ , the error Err0 in P0(g0) ≡
τ4Err0 mod τ
5C∞ has normal-tangential component
(Err0)NT = τ
−4P0(g0)(τ∂τ , τ ·)|TS3 = τ−3τ3s (Errs,0)NT = τ−3τ3s
12m
Λ
dχ. (3.16)
Remark 3.8. Since |dgS3 | = τ3τ−3s |dhs|, the solvability condition (3.14) is equivalent to∫
∂M
V (Err0)NT |dgS3 | = 0 ∀V ∈ conf3.
This has the same form as (3.14); thus, the condition (3.14) is conformally invariant.
Now, at τ = 0, both τs/τ and χ are functions of t only, thus of R˜ = |x˜| by (2.3a), and
thus of the geodesic distance dS3(p0,−) from the point p0 ∈ S3 by (2.2a); thus, we have
τ−3τ3s dχ = dχ˜ for some χ˜ = χ˜(dS3(p0,−)). With (Err0)NT = 12mΛ dχ˜, we can now compute
`p0,m ∈ (conf3)∗, conf3 3 V 7→
∫
S3
V (Err0)NT |dgS3 |. (3.17)
Namely, for V ∈ ison = ker δ∗gS3 ⊂ ker δgS3 , integration by parts gives `p0,m(V ) = 0. On
the other hand, if q = p0 ∈ S3 ⊂ R4, the vector field Sq is the radial vector field pointing
towards p0, and
`p0,m(Sp0) = C0 · 12m/Λ,
where C0 ∈ R is a universal constant. We claim that C0 6= 0. Indeed, passing back to (3.14)
note that Sq is a radial vector field, i.e. a C∞(RR˜)-multiple of ∂R˜ and thus a C∞(Rt)-multiple
of ∂t, and hence must be a constant nonzero multiple of ∂t, which is the unique conformal
Killing vector field of hs of this form. (In fact, ∂t is Killing for hs.) But∫
∂t
(12m
Λ
χ′(t)dt
)
|dhs| = 12m
Λ
· (0− 1) · Λ
2
9
vol(S2) = −16piΛm
3
is nonzero, proving that C0 6= 0.
Finally, if q ⊥ p0, then the integrand Sq(Err0)NT in (3.17) is odd with respect to the
reflection across the axis Rp0, hence `p0,m(Sq) = 0 in this case. Therefore,
`p0,m(Sq) = C0
12m
Λ
〈p0, q〉, q ∈ R4. (3.18)
In particular, there is a nontrivial obstruction to gluing a single nontrivial (m 6= 0) SdS
black hole into M . We summarize our findings in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.9. Given pi ∈ S3,mi ∈ R, and cutoff functions χi, identically 1 near pi and
vanishing near −pi, for i = 1, . . . , N , set ErrNT :=
∑N
i=1(Errpi,mi)NT ∈ C∞(S3, T ∗S3),
where
(Errpi,mi)NT := τ
−4P0
(
χigpi,mi + (1− χi)gdS
)
(τ∂τ , τW )|τ=0, W ∈ TS3.
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Then we have ∫
S3
V (ErrNT )|dgS3 | = 0 ∀V ∈ conf3
if and only if {(p1,m1), . . . , (pN ,mN )} is balanced as in Definition 3.1.
Proof. If every χi is a radial cutoff, relative to the point pi, the claim follows from (3.18)
and the fact that
∑N
i=1〈mipi, q〉 = 0 for all q ∈ R4 if and only if
∑N
i=1 mipi = 0, which is
precisely the balance condition.
It remains to prove the lemma for general cutoffs. Observe that the difference of error
terms produced by two different cutoffs χi,j , j = 1, 2, to a neighborhood of the same
point pi lies in the range of δh acting on smooth 1-forms supported away from pi. Indeed,
similarly to (3.11), the difference is equal to
(
0,−(Λ/3)3δh
(
(χi,1−χi,2)(γ3)TT0
)
, 0, 0
)
(in the
splitting (2.12)) where (γ3)TT0 is the trace-free part of the tangential-tangential component
(with respect to (3.1)) of gpi,mi − gdS; note that χi,1 − χi,2 vanishes near pi. 
Since δh acting on trace-free symmetric 2-tensors has surjective principal symbol, stan-
dard elliptic theory implies that under the balance condition, the error of Lemma 3.9 can
be written as ErrNT = δhk for some k ∈ C∞(S3;S2T ∗S3), trgS3 k = 0. Crucially, we can
do much better, since the overdetermined nature of this equation allows us to find k with
strong support restrictions due to the following result due to Delay:
Theorem 3.10. (Delay [Del12, Theorem 1.3, Proposition 9.7, Corollary 8.4].) Let (X,h)
be a smooth Riemannian manifold, and let Ω ⊂ X be open. Suppose f ∈ C∞(X;T ∗X)
satisfies supp f b Ω and
∫
Ω V (f)|dh| = 0 for all V ∈ V(Ω) satisfying δ∗h,0V [ = 0.9 Then
there exists k ∈ C∞(X;S2T ∗X) with trh k = 0 and supp k ⊂ Ω¯ such that δhk = f .
Proof of Proposition 3.5. Define the glued metric g0 as in (3.7). As in (the proof of)
Lemma 3.6, we define Err to be the τ4 coefficient of
P0(g0) ≡
N∑
i=1
L0(gdS + χi(gpi,mi − gdS)) mod τ5C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M).
We can thus compute Err using Lemma 3.6; its normal-tangential component is equal to
ErrNT as defined in Lemma 3.9.
Since the cutoffs χi are identically 1 in a neighborhood of Vpi , there exists an open
set Ω ⊂ S3 with Ω¯ ∩ Vpi = ∅ for all i, and so that supp ErrNT b Ω; moreover, we may
choose Ω to be connected. Suppose V ∈ V(Ω) is a conformal Killing vector field. We
contend that V = V˜ |Ω for a conformal Killing vector field V˜ ∈ V(S3). Indeed, on any
connected n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, the dimension of the space of conformal
Killing vector fields is at most (n+ 1)(n+ 2)/2, and on Sn it is equal to this. We conclude
that the restriction map kerV(S3) δ∗h,0 → kerV(Ω) δ∗h,0, which is injective (as a consequence of
the explicit description in Proposition 3.7), must be an isomorphism.
By Lemma 3.9, the balance condition implies that the conditions of Theorem 3.10 are
satisfied; thus, there exists k ∈ C∞(S3;S2T ∗S3), trgS3 k = 0, supp k ⊂ Ω¯, with
− (Λ/3)3δhk = −ErrNT . (3.19)
9Note that if Ω has several connected components, the space of such V is larger than the space of
conformal Killing vector fields on X.
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In the splitting (2.12), put
g˜0 = (0, 0, 0, k) ∈ C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M).
In view of (3.12), we have g˜0 ∈ ker I(L0, 3). Therefore, Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 2.5 imply
that, modulo τ5C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M),
P0(g0 + g˜0) ≡ τ4
(
(0,ErrNT , 0, 0) + I(L0[τ ], 3)g˜0
) ≡ 0,
finishing the proof. 
Remark 3.11. A direct calculation shows that the error ErrNT is, up to a constant rescaling,
equal to the divergence (with respect to the induced metric h on ∂M) of the leading
order term of the normal-tangential-normal-tangential part of the Weyl tensor of g0. Thus,
[Fri86a, Lemma (3.1)], in particular [Fri86a, Equation (3.12)], requires the solution of the
same divergence equation (3.19). Solving Friedrich’s conformal Einstein field equations
then produces a solution of the Einstein vacuum equation and proves Theorem 3.2. As
motivated in the introduction, we give a different, self-contained proof below.
3.2. Gauge fixing; construction of the formal solution. Following DeTurck [DeT82],
we make the following definition:
Definition 3.12. Let g0 and g denote two Lorentzian metrics on the same manifold.
(1) We define the gauge 1-form by
Υ(g; g0) = g(g0)−1δgGgg0.
(2) The gauge-fixed Einstein operator is
P (g; g0) := 2
(
Ric(g)− Λ− δ∗gΥ(g; g0)
)
.
Its linearization in the first argument is denoted
Lg,g0(g˙) = D1|gP (g˙; g0) :=
d
ds
P (g + sg˙; g0)|s=0.
We first discuss general properties of these operators. Following [GL91, §3], we have,
using the Levi-Civita connection of g,
D1|gΥ(g˙; g0) = −δgGg g˙ + C (g˙)−D(g˙),
Cκµν =
1
2((g
0)−1)κλ(g0µλ;ν + g
0
νλ;µ − g0µν;λ), Dκ = gµνCκµν ,
C (g˙)κ = gκλC
λ
µν g˙
µν , D(g˙)κ = D
λg˙κλ.
In the special case g = g0, we have C ≡ 0 and D ≡ 0, and therefore by (2.14)
Lg,g = g + 2Rg − 2Λ.
If moreover g = (3/Λ)τ−2(−dτ2 + h(x, dx)) is a product metric as in (2.13), then in the
splitting (2.12)
3Λ−1I(Lg,g, λ) = λ2 − 3λ+

−6 0 0 0
0 −4 0 0
0 0 −6 0
0 0 0 0
 . (3.20a)
For later use, we note that the indicial roots are, in increasing order,
1
2(3−
√
33) ∈ (−2,−1), −1, 4, 12(3 +
√
33) ∈ (4, 5). (3.20b)
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For more general metrics, arguments similar to those in Lemmas 2.6–2.7 give:
Lemma 3.13. Let g00 ∈ C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M), and suppose that g0 ∈ C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M) is
such that g0 − g00 ∈ τmC∞ for some m ∈ N. Suppose moreover that g˜ ∈ τm′C∞ for some
m′ ∈ N, m′ ≥ m, and put g = g0 + g˜.10 Then Lg,g0 − Lg00,g00 ∈ τmDiff20(M ;S2 0T ∗M).
Moreover, if g˙ ∈ τm2C∞, then P (g + g˙; g0)− P (g; g0)− Lg;g0 g˙ ∈ τ2m2C∞.
Applying this with g00 a product metric as in (2.13), we conclude that I(Lg,g0 , λ) is equal
to the right hand side of (3.20a).
Returning to the black hole gluing problem and the notation of Proposition 3.5, we now
define the ‘background metric’ g0 to be
g0 = g0 + g˜0 ∈ C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M). (3.21)
Since Υ(g0; g0) = 0 and Ric(g0)− Λg0 ∈ τ5C∞, we have
P (g0; g0) ∈ τ5C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M);
moreover, by construction, P (g0; g0) vanishes near
⋃
i Vpi .
Proposition 3.14. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.5, and with g0 as in (3.21),
there exists a metric perturbation g˜1 ∈ τ5C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M), vanishing near
⋃
i Vpi, so that
P (g0 + g˜1; g
0) ∈ τ∞C∞ = ⋂m∈N τmC∞ (i.e. vanishing to infinite order at τ = 0).
Proof. Suppose we have already found g˜1 as in the statement and with P (g
0 + g˜1; g
0) ∈
τmC∞ for some m ≥ 5; note that for m = 5, this holds for g˜1 = 0. Moreover, under these
assumptions, P (g0 + g˜; g0) vanishes near
⋃
i Vpi . Then, for g˙ = τ
mg˙0 ∈ τmC∞, we have,
using Lemma 3.13 and noting that g0 − gdS ∈ τ3C∞,
P (g0 + g˜1 + g˙; g
0) ≡ P (g0 + g˜1; g0) + Lg0+g˜1;g0 g˙ mod τ2mC∞
≡ P (g0 + g˜1; g0) + LgdS,gdS g˙ mod τm+3C∞
≡ P (g0 + g˜1; g0) + τmI(LgdS,gdS ,m)g˙0 mod τm+1C∞.
But for m ≥ 5, I(LgdS,gdS ,m) is invertible pointwise on ∂M in view of (3.20b), hence we
can find g˙0 ∈ C∞(∂M ;S2 0T ∗∂MM), vanishing near
⋃
i Vpi such that this vanishes (modulo
τm+1C∞). Replacing g˜1 by g˜1 + g˙ improves the order of vanishing of P (g0 + g˜1; g0) at τ = 0
by one order. A Borel summation argument produces a formal solution g˜1 ∈ τ5C∞. 
3.3. Solving the nonlinear equation; conclusion of the construction. Using indicial
operator arguments, one cannot go beyond Proposition 3.14; the remaining (‘trivial’) error
can however easily be solved away:
Proposition 3.15. With g1 := g
0 + g˜1 defined using Proposition 3.14, there exists g˜2 ∈
τ∞C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M), vanishing near ⋃i Vpi, so that g := g1 + g˜2 satisfies
P (g; g0) = 0 near τ = 0. (3.22)
Proof. The key point is that forced linear wave equations on de Sitter space, or with any
product metric of the form (2.13) or indeed any metric smoothly asymptotic to it, can
be solved backwards on function spaces encoding sufficient polynomial decay in τ (i.e.
sufficient exponential decay in − log τ), with the solution unique in such spaces; see the
10In particular, g − g00 ∈ τmC∞.
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proof of [Zwo16, Lemma 1] (where N is the order of decay in |x1|, x1 := −τ2) for the
relevant energy estimate, and the beginning of [Vas10, §3] (where our τ, x are denoted x, y).
Since the error we need to solve away vanishes to all orders at τ = 0, there is no need
to choose vector field multipliers and positive definite vector bundle inner products on
S2 0T ∗M carefully in such energy estimates; rather, fixing any smooth positive definite
inner product on S2 0T ∗M , one obtains an energy estimate using the vector field multiplier
τ−2Nτ∂τ when N is sufficiently large. Indeed, the only contribution to the bulk term in the
estimate which comes with a factor N in front arises from differentiating τ−2N and is thus
of the form −2Nτ−2NE(τ∂τ , τ∂τ ), where E is the energy-momentum tensor of the wave
u one wishes to estimate; all other bulk terms can be estimated by τ−2N times a bounded
(independently of N) multiple of |u|2 +|τ∂τu|2 +|τ∂xu|2. But since τ∂τ is timelike, choosing
N large enough produces a coercive bulk term, and one obtains, for example, an estimate
‖u‖τN H¯10 (Ω) ≤ C‖g1u‖τN H¯00 (Ω) for sufficiently large N , where Ω = τ−1([0,
1
2)). One can also
commute any fixed number of 0-derivatives through the equation and thus (upon increasing
N and C) obtain the estimate ‖u‖τN H¯k+10 (Ω) ≤ C‖g1u‖τN H¯k0 (Ω).
For the quasilinear wave equation at hand, we work with 0-Sobolev spaces with more
than 12(dimM) + 2 = 4 derivatives; thus, fix k0 = 5 > 4. Then by a simple adaptation
of the standard iteration scheme for solving quasilinear wave equations (see e.g. [Tay11,
§16]), we obtain, for sufficiently large N0, a solution g˜2 ∈ τN0H¯k00 (Ω0) (unique in this
space) of equation (3.22), where Ω0 = τ
−1([0, 0)) for sufficiently small 0 > 0. Moreover,
g˜2 vanishes near each Vpi since P (g1; g
0) does; recall that g1 and g
0 are both equal to the
Schwarzschild–de Sitter metric gpi,mi near Vpi .
For any k ≥ k0, one can similarly find a solution of (3.22) in the space τNH¯k0 (Ω) where Ω
is a neighborhood of τ = 0; since solutions of quasilinear wave equations can be continued
(backwards, i.e. in the direction of increasing τ) in the same regularity class as long as
a fixed low regularity norm remains finite, we can in fact take Ω = Ω0. We conclude
that g˜2 ∈
⋂
N,k τ
NH¯k0 (Ω0) = τ
∞C∞(Ω0), the final equality following from the fact that
τkH¯k+30 (Ω0) ⊂ Ck(Ω0) by Sobolev embedding and using that ∂τ = τ−1 · τ∂τ and ∂x =
τ−1 · τ∂x. 
By construction, the metric g meets the requirements (2)–(3) of Theorem 3.2. We prove
that it also satisfies requirement (1); recall that g − g0 ∈ τ5C∞ by Propositions 3.5 and
3.15, and g − g0 vanishes near ⋃Vpi .
Lemma 3.16. Suppose g, g0 are two Lorentzian metrics defined near ∂M \ {p1, . . . , pN},
smooth down to τ = 0 as sections of S2 0T ∗M , and equal, modulo τC∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M), to a
metric of product type (2.13) near ∂M \ {p1, . . . , pN}. Suppose that near
⋃
i Vpi, we have
g = g0 and Ric(g) − Λg = 0. Suppose moreover that Ric(g0) − Λg0 and g − g0 lie in
τ5C∞(M ;S2 0T ∗M). If P (g; g0) = 0, then Ric(g)− Λg = 0 and Υ(g; g0) = 0 near ∂M .
Proof. The conclusion holds trivially near Vpi . Now, by the second Bianchi identity, the
equation δgGgP (g; g
0) = 0 implies the wave equation
2δgGgδ
∗
gΥ(g; g
0) = 0 (3.23)
for the gauge 1-form Υ(g; g0). By assumption, we have Υ(g; g0) ∈ τ5C∞(M ; 0T ∗M). The
idea is to view equation (3.23) as a scattering problem (‘initial value problem for data at
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infinity’) for Υ(g; g0). We need to show that the a priori decay of Υ(g; g0) is a suitable
replacement for vanishing Cauchy data in the usual proof of short time existence for the
Einstein equation, in that it suffices to conclude Υ(g; g0) ≡ 0.
We first contend that in fact Υ(g; g0) ∈ τ∞C∞ vanishes to infinite order at ∂M ; this
uses an indicial operator argument. Thus, if g00 is a product metric on a 4-manifold M as
in (2.13), then we have, in the bundle splitting (2.12),
3Λ−1I(2δg00Gg00δ
∗
g00 , λ) =
(
λ2 − 3λ− 6 0
0 λ2 − 3λ− 4
)
;
its indicial roots are given by (3.20b). If g−g00 ∈ τC∞, then 2δgGgδ∗g−2δg00Gg00δ∗g00 ∈ τDiff20
by arguments similar to Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7.
Now, if we already know Υ(g; g0) ∈ τmC∞ for some m ≥ 5 (the case m = 5 being
our starting point), then, writing Υ(g; g0) = τmΥ0 + Υ˜ for Υ0 ∈ C∞(∂M ; 0T ∗∂MM) (τ -
independent) and Υ˜ ∈ τm+1C∞, equation (3.23) implies
I(2δgGgδ
∗
g ,m)Υ0 = 0.
But the indicial operator appearing here is pointwise invertible, hence Υ0 ≡ 0 and therefore
Υ(g; g0) = Υ˜ ∈ τm+1C∞. Since m was arbitrary, this proves our contention.
Finally, the rapid decay of Υ(g; g0) at τ = 0 (and its vanishing near the pi where the met-
ric g is singular) implies by a unique continuation argument for the wave equation (3.23),
based on an energy estimate with multiplier τ−2Nτ∂τ for sufficiently large N , that Υ(g; g0)
vanishes identically near τ = 0. See [Zwo16, Lemma 1]; a closely related alternative ap-
proach is given in [Vas10, Proposition 5.3].
Since P (g; g0) = 0 and Υ(g; g0) = 0, we conclude that Ric(g)− Λg = 0 near τ = 0. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete.
Remark 3.17. The Fefferman–Graham construction [FG12, §3] produces, given a Riemann-
ian metric h0 and a transverse traceless tensor hn on an n-manifold ∂M a formal solution
g0 of Ric(g0)−Λg0 ∈ τ∞C∞ on M = [0, 1)τ ×∂M of the form g0 = τ−2(−dτ2 +h(τ, x, dx)),
where h0 and hn are the coefficients of τ
n in the polyhomogeneous expansion of h. (Con-
cretely, h has an expansion into τ j , j ∈ N0, and τ j log τ for integer j ≥ n.) Using this formal
solution as a background metric for the gauge-fixed Einstein equation, Proposition 3.15 and
Lemma 3.16 produce a true solution g = g0 +O(τ∞) of Ric(g)−Λg = 0. We stress that this
does not require any smallness conditions on the data h0, hn. See [RSR18, Theorem 1.3]
for a different approach.
We end with a discussion of the domain of existence when all masses are subextremal
and small; we show that the cosmological horizons of at least two different black holes
intersect nontrivially in the maximally globally hyperbolic development of the glued metric
g of Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.3. Let us work on the partial compactification
M = (0, pi/2]s × S3, g = (3/Λ) cos−2(s)(−ds2 + gS3),
of de Sitter space; the gluing theorem is, so far, local near s = pi/2. Fix N ≥ 2 distinct
points p1, . . . , pN ∈ S3. If N = 2, we assume p2 6= −p1. Denoting by d the Riemannian
distance on (S3, dS3), we set d0 := mini 6=j d(pi, pj) ∈ (0, pi); without loss of generality,
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suppose the distance is minimized for p1, p2 so that
d0 = d(p1, p2).
Let moreover 0 < r0 < pi/2 be less than
1
2 times the smallest radius of any of the balls Vpi
in Theorem 3.2. Given subextremal masses m1, . . . ,mN so that
D = {(p1,m1), . . . , (pN ,mN )}
is balanced, the metric g constructed in Theorem 3.2 is equal to gpi,mi in the domain
of dependence of B(pi, 2r0). Fix 0 <  < r0/16, and define Σ0 ⊂ M as the union of
S3 \⋃Ni=1B(pi, r0) ⊂ ∂M and the N spacelike surfaces
Ni :=
{
(s, p) ∈M : d(p, pi) = r0 − η(pi/2− s), pi/2− s ≤ r0/2 + 4
}
,
where 0 ≤ η − 1 < 1 is fixed so that r0 − η(r0/2 + 4) > 0. Note that Ni penetrates the
cosmological horizon of an observer in de Sitter space tending to pi, i.e. the backwards light
cone from (pi/2, pi) ∈ ∂M . We denote by
Sη,i :=
{
(s, p) ∈M : d(p, pi) = r0 − η(r0/2 + ), pi/2− s = r0/2 + 
} ⊂ Ni
a sphere which lies just inside of said cosmological horizon when η− 1 1. See Figure 3.2.
p1 p2Σ0
z¯
z¯1 z¯2
Figure 3.2. Illustration of the argument giving long-time existence of the
metric g in Theorem 3.2 for small subextremal masses. The geometry shown
here is that of de Sitter space. The region enclosed by the blue lines is the
backwards domain of dependence of the spacelike surface Σ0. By Cauchy
stability, two observers starting at z¯ can reach the points z¯1 ∈ S1 and z¯2 ∈ S2
if we glue sufficiently light black holes into p1 and p2, in which case the black
dashed lines become the cosmological horizons of the black holes.
Consider the rescaled gluing data
λD := {(p1, λm1), . . . , (pN , λmN )}
for λ ≥ 0. For λ = 0, all masses vanish, hence we are gluing pieces of de Sitter space into
de Sitter space—the result of course being de Sitter space, with metric defined globally on
M . Let q ∈ S3 denote the midpoint between p1 and p2 (so d(p1, q) = d(p2, q) = d0/2), and
let
z¯j = (s¯j , p¯j) ∈ Sη,j , j = 1, 2,
denote the point on Sη,j for which p¯j is closest to q. If we had η = 1, then for any point
z = (s, q) with pi/2− s > d0/2 + 2, we would have
d(q, p¯j) =
1
2(d0 − r0) +  < (pi/2− s)− r0/2−  = (pi/2− s)− (pi/2− s¯j),
so (s¯1, p¯1) and (s¯2, p¯2) are both contained in the timelike future I
+(z) of z. For η > 1
sufficiently close to 1, and shrinking  > 0 if necessary, this holds for the point
z := (pi/2− d0/2− 3, q) ∈M.
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For small λ ≥ 0, one can define the SdS metric gpi,λmi , extended across the cosmological
horizon and defined in (0, pi/2]s times a 2r0-neighborhood of pi inside S3, in such a manner
that as λ → 0, the weighted difference τ−3(gdS − gpi,λmi) (cf. equation (3.5)) converges
smoothly to 0 as a section of S2 0T ∗M away from the line Li := {(s, pi) : s ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2]}.11
We claim that for sufficiently small λ > 0, we can do the SdS gluing with parameters Dλ
in such a way that
(1) the point z is contained in the maximal globally hyperbolic development of the
glued metric gλ with respect to Σ0 (and Σ0 is spacelike for gλ),
(2) z¯1, z¯2 ∈ I+(z) with respect to gλ,
(3) near z¯j , gλ is equal to gpj ,mj for j = 1, 2, and
(4) z¯j lies inside the cosmological horizon of the SdS black hole associated with the
point pj .
To begin, let λ0 > 0 be a small fixed constant. Consider then the naively glued metric
gλ,0 = χ0gdS +
∑N
i=1 χigpi,λmi analogously to (3.7); this fails to solve the Einstein vacuum
equation by the amount P0(gλ,0) = λτ
4Err(λ), where Err(λ) ∈ C∞([0, λ0) ×M ;S2 0T ∗M)
depends smoothly on λ ≥ 0, and whose leading order term at ∂M can be computed using
Lemma 3.6 and equation (3.16); in particular, the leading order (τ0) coefficient of Err
is λ-independent. Here and below, we take λ0 > 0 to be a small fixed constant. Thus,
we can take the solution of the divergence equation −(Λ/3)3δgS3kλ = −λErr(λ)NT (cf.
equation (3.19)), to be k = λk1 for some fixed k1 ∈ C∞(S3;S2T ∗S3). For small λ, we then
work with the background metric g0λ = gλ,0 + kλ.
The remainder of the formal part of the gluing construction does not depend on any
further choices; the Borel summation in the proof of Proposition 3.14 can be defined
to produce a metric correction g˜λ,1 ∈ λτ5C∞([0, λ0) × M ;S2 0T ∗M) with support in a
small fixed neighborhood of ∂M . The resulting formal solution gλ,1 = g
0
λ + g˜λ,1 (cf.
the statement of Proposition 3.15) satisfies the gauge-fixed Einstein equation with error
P (gλ,1; g
0
λ) ∈ λτ∞C∞([0, λ0) ×M ;S2 0T ∗M); the support of this error is disjoint from the
Ni. But then, since gλ,1 and g0λ converge smoothly to the de Sitter metric in the backwards
domain of dependence of Σ0, Cauchy stability for the solution g˜λ,2 ∈ λτ∞C∞ of the quasi-
linear equation P (gλ,1 + g˜λ,2; g
0
λ) = 0 implies that gλ = gλ,1 + g˜λ,2 indeed exists (uniquely,
by domain of dependence considerations) on a sufficiently large subset of M so that the
requirements (1)–(4) are indeed met.
3.4. Necessity of the balance condition. In this section, we prove Theorem 3.4. Thus,
suppose that Ric(g)− Λg = 0 for a metric g of the form
g = gdS +
N∑
i=1
χi(gpi,mi − gdS) + τ3(log τ)g` + τ3g3 + g˜, g˜ ∈ A3+(M ;S2 0T ∗M),
11A systematic and more precise way of accomplishing this is to use geometric microlocal techniques
[Mel96]. For a single SdS black hole centered at p ∈ S3, one starts with the total space [0, λ0)×M and blows
up [0, λ0)× {p} and then {0} × L, L = (0, pi/2]× {p}. The first blow-up resolves the singular nature—due
to its r-dependence—of the SdS metric near p, and the second blow-up resolves the event horizon, whose
r-coordinate goes to 0 roughly linearly with λ. The family of SdS metrics with mass λm can then be defined
as a smooth section of the pullback of S2 0T ∗M to this resolved space, and, crucially, in such a manner that
it equals the de Sitter metric on the lift of λ = 0.
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where χi ∈ C∞(∂M) is a cutoff localizing to a small neighborhood of pi; here g`, g3 ∈
C∞(∂M ;S2 0T ∗∂MM), and g`, g3, g˜ have supports disjoint from the pi. Then, with L0 =
DgdSP0 as in (3.8), Lemma 2.7 gives
f := L0
(
τ3(log τ)g` + τ
3g3 + g˜
)
+ τ4Err ∈ A6−δ ∀ δ > 0, (3.24)
where the normal-tangential component ErrNT of Err ∈ C∞(∂M ;S2 0T ∗M) takes the form
given in Lemma 3.9.
Note that, for any g`, g3, g˜ in the above function spaces, we have f ∈ τ3(log τ)C∞ +
τ3C∞+A3+. Using (3.24), its τ3 log τ coefficient is I(L0, 3)g` = 0. In view of (3.12) (with
hs, τs replaced by h, τ , where h is the boundary metric (3.2)), we thus have, in the bundle
splitting (2.12),
g` = (3u, η, u, k),
where u ∈ C∞(∂M), η ∈ C∞(∂M ;T ∗∂M), and k ∈ C∞(∂M ;S2T ∗∂M) with trh k = 0 are
supported away from the pi.
Using (2.7) and Corollary 2.5, we then compute the τ3 coefficient of f as
0 = I(L0, 3)g3 + ∂λI(L0, λ)|λ=3g` = I(L0, 3)g3 + (Λ/3)
(−3u, 0,−3u, 3k).
Since the pure trace part of the tangential-tangential component of I(L0, 3) always vanishes,
we must have k = 0. But then we can then write
g3 = g30 + g31, I(L0, 3)g30 = 0, g31 = (u, 0, 0, 0),
with g31 defined so that it solves I(L0, 3)g31 + ∂λI(L0, λ)|λ=3g` = 0.
Lastly then, projecting to the normal-tangential component, we have L0(g˜)NT ∈ A4+
by Corollary 2.5, hence the τ4 component of f is equal to
0 = ErrNT + ∂λI(L0[τ ], λ)|λ=3g` + I(L0[τ ], 3)g31 + I(L0[τ ], 3)g30
= ErrNT + (Λ/3)(−2dX)u+ (Λ/3)2dXu+ (Λ/3)(−3δh(g30)TT0)
= ErrNT − Λδh(g30)TT0,
where (g30)TT0 ∈ C∞(∂M ;S2T ∗∂M) is the trace-free part of the tangential-tangential com-
ponent of g30. Integrating this against a conformal Killing vector field V , an integration by
parts implies that the second term does not contribute, and therefore
∫
∂M V (ErrNT ) |dh| =
0 for all V ∈ conf3. An application of Lemma 3.9 concludes the proof of Theorem 3.4.
3.5. Gluing with noncompact spatial topology. The balance condition in Defini-
tion 3.1 captures the orthogonality of the leading order error term to conformal Killing
vector fields on S3. If, however, we allow the trace-free 2-tensor k in (3.19) to be blowing
up sufficiently fast at a point p∞ ∈ S3 distinct from the pi, this obstruction disappears,
since elements of the relevant cokernel now need to vanish at sufficiently high order at p∞;
since conformal Killing vector fields on the sphere vanish at most quadratically at any given
point, this cokernel is empty.
A more natural way to phrase this is to pass to the upper half space picture of de Sitter
space, Mu = [0,∞)τ˜ × R3x˜, see (2.2b); the point p∞ is the point at infinity within the
conformal boundary ∂Mu, and we need to solve equation (3.19), with h = (3/Λ)gR3 now
a constant multiple of the Euclidean metric, and the error term having compact support
in x˜. We can always solve this, with the solution k having support disjoint from the Vpi ,
if we allow k to be nonzero in |x˜|  1 and allow for 〈x˜〉−2+ decay,  > 0. More precisely,
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using the function spaces of [CD03, Appendix A], we can find k ∈ H1φ,ψ(gR3) with φ = 〈x˜〉
and ψ = 〈x˜〉1/2−2. (Refining the weights to be exponential at the boundary of the domain
in which one wants k to be supported enforces the correct support of k.) Indeed, since
δgR3 : H
1
φ,ψ(gR3)→ L2ψφ(gR3) by [CD03, (A.4)], the relevant cokernel (for s = 1) consists of
conformal Killing 1-forms ω on (R3, gR3) lying in L2ψ−1φ−1(gR3). But since all such ω have
size at least 1 near infinity, and since
∫ |1|2ψ−2φ−2|dgR3 | ∼ ∫ 〈x˜〉−3+4r2 dr diverges, the
space of such ω is trivial.
The remainder of the gluing construction as before; however, in the final step, the domain
of existence of the quasilinear equation might shrink to zero as |x˜| → ∞. (Even when not
gluing any black hole into the upper half space model Mu, we point out that past directed
null-geodesics leave Mu in finite affine time; see [HZ18, Figure 7].) In summary:
Theorem 3.18. Let N ∈ N, and let p1, . . . , pN ∈ R3, m1, . . . ,mN ∈ R. Suppose Vpi ⊂ R3
is a punctured neighborhood of pi, and suppose Vpi ∩ Vpj = ∅ for i 6= j. Then there exists
a neighborhood U of ∂Mu \ {p1, . . . , pN} and a Lorentzian 0-metric g ∈ C∞(U ;S2 0T ∗UMu)
satisfying the properties (1)–(3) of Theorem 3.2.
Remark 3.19. More generally, we can glue any spacetime into de Sitter space whose metric
is defined in an interval (in τ˜) times an annulus (in x˜) around a point p ∈ ∂Mu, provided
the metric is asymptotic to gdS at a rate τ
3 in this region. This can be further relaxed, but
we will not pursue this further.
4. Multi-Kerr–de Sitter spacetimes
The goal is to glue several Kerr–de Sitter (KdS) black holes into a neighborhood of
the future conformal boundary of global de Sitter space; we thus continue to work on the
manifold M = [0, 1)τ × S3 as in (3.1).
4.1. Kerr–de Sitter metrics in corotating coordinates; parameterization. We re-
call the KdS metric with parameters m ∈ R and a ∈ R in the form
gm,a = −∆r
ρ2
(
dt0−a sin
2 θ0
∆0
dφ0
)2
+
ρ2
∆r
dr20+
ρ2
∆θ
dθ20+sin
2 θ0
∆θ
ρ2
(
a dt0−r
2
0 + a
2
∆0
dφ0
)2
, (4.1)
where we define (omitting the dependence on m,a from the notation)
∆r = (r
2
0 + a
2)
(
1− Λr
2
0
3
)
− 2mr0, ∆θ = 1 + Λ
3
a2 cos2 θ0,
ρ2 = r20 + a
2 cos2 θ0, ∆0 = 1 +
Λ
3
a2.
(This matches the expression in [Sch15, Equations (5.2)–(5.4)] upon adding the subscripts
‘0’, and differs from that in [HV18, Equation (3.12)] only by a constant rescaling of t by ∆0.)
Following [Sch15, Appendix B],12 we recall the coordinate change which displays gm,a as a
perturbation of the de Sitter metric (2.3b) up to terms of size r−3 (as uniformly degenerate
symmetric 2-tensors). Thus, under the change of coordinates13
t = t0, φ = φ0 − Λ
3
at0,
12For consistency with §3, the roles of t0, r0, . . . and t, r, . . . are reversed compared to the reference.
13The definition of r2 implies that r20 cos
2 θ0 ≤ r2, hence θ is well-defined.
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r2 =
1
∆0
(
r20∆θ + a
2 sin2 θ0
)
, r cos θ = r0 cos θ0.
the de Sitter metric gdS in (2.3b) takes the form
gdS =
(Λ
3
(r20 + a
2 sin2 θ0)− 1
)
dt20 +
ρ2
(r20 + a
2)
(
1− Λr203
)dr20 + ρ2∆2θ dθ20
− 2Λ
3
a
r20 + a
2
∆0
sin2 θ0 dt0 dφ0 +
r20 + a
2
∆0
sin2 θ0 dφ
2
0.
Therefore
gm,a = gdS + cm,a, cm,a =
2mr0
ρ2
(
dt0 − a sin
2 θ0
∆0
dφ0
)2
+
2mr0ρ
2
∆r|m=0∆r dr
2
0. (4.2)
We then compute:
Lemma 4.1. Let τs = r
−1, and denote by C∞ the space of functions which are smooth
in (t, τs, θ, φ), τs = r
−1, down to τs = 0. The symmetric 2-tensor cm,a in (4.2) then has
components, modulo τ4s C∞, given by
r2(cm,a)rr ≡ r−3
[(∆θ
∆0
)3/2 18m
Λ2
]
, r−2(cm,a)tt ≡ r−3
[√∆θ
∆0
2m
∆2θ
∆20
]
,
r−2(cm,a)tφ ≡ r−3
[√∆θ
∆0
· (−2m)a sin2 θ0 ∆θ
∆20
]
, r−2(cm,a)φφ ≡ r−3
[√∆θ
∆0
2m
a2 sin4 θ0
∆20
]
.
Furthermore, (cm,a)rt = (cm,a)rφ = (cm,a)tθ = (cm,a)θφ = 0, and
r−2(cm,a)θθ ∈ τ5s C∞, (cm,a)rθ ∈ τ3s C∞.
Proof. Since 1 ≤ ∆0,∆θ ≤ 1 + Λa2/3, we record that
r
r0
≡
√
∆θ
∆0
mod τ2s C∞, (4.3)
and in particular r/r0, r0/r ∈ C∞. Now, direct calculations give
∂t0 = ∂t −
Λ
3
a∂φ, ∂r0 =
∆θr0
∆0r
∂r − a
2 sin2 θ0 cos θ0
∆0r3 sin θ
∂θ,
∂φ0 = ∂φ, ∂θ0 =
a2
∆0r
(
1− Λr
2
0
3
)
cos θ0 sin θ0∂r
+
r0 sin θ0
r sin θ
(
1 +
a2 cos2 θ0
∆0r2
(
1− Λr
2
0
3
))
∂θ.
The main structure of the right column is captured by(
∂r0
∂θ0
)
=
(
∆θr0
∆0r
τ3s C∞
τ−1s C∞ C∞
)(
∂r
∂θ
)
,
with the bottom right entry invertible. Therefore,
∂t = ∂t0 +
Λ
3
a∂φ0 , ∂φ = ∂φ0 ,
(
∂r
∂θ
)
=
(
∆0r
∆θr0
τ3s C∞
τ−1s C∞ C∞
)(
∂r0
∂θ0
)
.
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Note also that ρ2 ≡ r20 mod C∞, hence 2mr0/ρ2 ≡ 2m/r0 mod τsC∞, and moreover ∆r ≡
−Λr40/3 mod τ−2s C∞; therefore,
cm,a ∈
(2m
r0
+ τ3s C∞
)(
dt0 − a sin
2 θ0
∆0
dφ0
)2
+
( 18m
Λ2r50
+ τ7s C∞
)
dr20.
Thus, for instance, we have r2(cm,a)rr ≡ r2 ∆
2
0r
2
∆2θr
2
0
18m
Λ2r50
, which gives the stated result upon
using (4.3). The other components are calculated similarly. 
Note that r∂r = −τs∂τs and r−1∂• = τs∂• for • = t, θ, φ. Let now r+ be such that
infθ∈(0,pi) r0(r+, θ) is larger than the largest positive real root of ∆r (as a function of r0) if
one exists, and otherwise fix any r+ > 0. Define the manifold
Mm,a,s := [0, r
−1
+ )τs × Rt × S2θφ
where τs = r
−1; then the lemma implies that
cm,a ∈ τ3s C∞(Mm,a,s ∩Ms, S2 0T ∗Ms)
on the common domain of definition of the KdS metric and the de Sitter metric, cf. (2.3c).
(We leave it to the reader to check that cm,a ∈ τ3s C∞ also at the poles of S2 where the
polar coordinates break down.) In view of (2.3d), we in particular have gm,a ∈ C∞ on the
common domain of definition.
At τs = 0, the limits t→∞ and t→ −∞ correspond to R˜→ 0 and R˜→∞, respectively,
in the upper half space coordinates (2.2a). Therefore, as in the SdS case, gm,a is defined
in a neighborhood of Up0 := S3 \ {p0,−p0} where p0 = (1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ S3 ⊂ R4 is the point
defined by R˜ = 0 inside τ˜ = 0; it describes a KdS black hole rotating in p⊥0 around an axis,
which we fix to be
aˆ0 = (0, 0, 0, 1),
with specific angular momentum a.
We wish to define KdS metrics located at other points on the future conformal boundary
∂M . To this end, we use a parameterization of the KdS family by triples
(p,m, a), p ∈ S3, m ∈ R, a ∈ so4, ap = 0; (4.4)
here, we identify so4 both with {A ∈ R4×4 : A+AT = 0} and the space iso3 of Killing vector
fields on S3 where A ∈ R4×4 corresponds to the vector field ddsesA|s=0 on the unit sphere
S3 ⊂ R4. Thus, viewing a ∈ so4 as a matrix, the condition ap = 0 means that p ∈ S3 ⊂ R4
lies in its kernel; viewing a ∈ iso3, it means that the vector field a vanishes at p.
Definition 4.2. We call a triple (p,m, a) ∈ S3 × R× so4 admissible if ap = 0.
For a, a1, a2 ∈ so4, viewed as 4× 4 matrices, we denote
〈a1, a2〉 := 12
4∑
i,j=1
(a1)ij(a2)ij =
∑
i<j
(a1)ij(a2)ij , |a|2 := 〈a, a〉. (4.5)
(Invariantly, 〈·, ·〉 is (−12) times the Killing form on so4.) Given an admissible triple (p,m, a),
we define the metric
gp,m,a (4.6)
as a smooth Lorentzian 0-metric near Up = ∂M \ {p,−p} as follows. First, if a = 0, we
let gp,m,0 = gp,m be equal to the SdS metric with mass m centered at p, as defined in the
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paragraph leading up to (3.6). Otherwise, a ∈ R4×4 induces a nontrivial skew-adjoint linear
transformation on p⊥ ⊂ R4, equivalently a rotation vector field, around an axis aˆ ∈ p⊥,
|aˆ| = 1, with amplitude a := |a|. Choose then an element R1 ∈ SO(4) with R1p = p0, and
then (noting that R1aˆ ∈ p⊥0 ) an element R2 ∈ SO(4) with R2p0 = p0 so that R2(R1aˆ) = aˆ0;
put R = R2R1. Note that the properties Rp = p0 and Raˆ = aˆ0 determine R uniquely up
to multiplication from the left by a rotation fixing p0 and aˆ0, thus a rotation φ 7→ φ + φ′
for some φ′ ∈ R—which is an isometry of gm,a. We then define gp,m,a as the pullback of gm,a
along the map M →M , (τ, ψ) 7→ (τ,R(ψ)). In particular, this parameterizes gm,a as
gm,a = gp0,m,a0 , a0 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 a 0
0 −a 0 0
0 0 0 0
 . (4.7)
4.2. Gluing theorem. With the KdS metrics gm,p,a defined as in §4.1, we are ready to state
the gluing theorem, which holds subject to a balance condition generalizing Definition 3.1;
it involves the effective mass of an admissible triple b = (p,m, a), defined as
meff(b) :=
m
(1 + Λ|a|2/3)2 .
Definition 4.3. Let N ∈ N. We say that a collection {b1, . . . , bn} of admissible triples
bi = (pi,mi, ai) is balanced if the pi are pairwise distinct and if, regarding S3 as the unit
sphere inside R4, the following relations hold:
N∑
i=1
meff(bi)pi = 0 ∈ R4, (4.8a)
N∑
i=1
meff(bi)ai = 0 ∈ so4 ⊂ R4×4. (4.8b)
Theorem 4.4. Let N ∈ N, and suppose {b1, . . . , bN} ⊂ S3 × R × so4 is balanced, bi =
(pi,mi, ai). Suppose Vpi ⊂ Upi is a ball around pi with the point pi removed, and suppose
Vpi ∩ Vpj = ∅ for i 6= j. Then there exist a neighborhood U of ∂M \ {p1, . . . , pN} and a
Lorentzian 0-metric g ∈ C∞(U ;S2 0T ∗UM) with the following properties:
(1) g satisfies the Einstein vacuum equation Ric(g)− Λg = 0;
(2) near Vpi, we have g = gpi,mi,ai;
(3) g is O(τ3)-close to the de Sitter metric: g − gdS ∈ τ3C∞(U ;S2 0T ∗UM).
In the special case that bi = (pi,mi, 0) for all i, this reduces to Theorem 3.2.
Remark 4.5. A remark analogous to Remark 3.3 applies also in the Kerr–de Sitter setting: if
the black hole parameters are subextremal, one can extend the glued Kerr–de Sitter metrics
across their cosmological and event horizons. See e.g. [HV18, §3.2]. For small masses, the
domain of existence of g can be shown to include the interaction of several black holes by
following the arguments at the end of §3.3.
Remark 4.6. If one passes to the upper half space model Mu, there are no obstructions to
gluing anymore, analogously to Theorem 3.18.
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The main part of the proof of Theorem 4.4 is the calculation of the obstruction for solving
the divergence equation (3.19). First, we compute the failure of the Einstein equation for a
naive gluing of a single KdS black hole. Let P0 = 2(Ric− Λ) and L0 = DgdSP0 as in (3.8).
Lemma 4.7. Let χ ∈ C∞(Rt) be identically 1 for large t, and put g0 = χ(t)gm,a + (1 −
χ(t))gdS. With P0 = 2(Ric − Λ) as in (2.10), we then have P0(g0) = τ4sErrs,0 mod τ5s C∞,
where Errs,0 = 2
dτs
τs
⊗s (Errs,0)NTτs + Err′s,0 with
(Errs,0)NT =
18m
Λ∆20
∆θ
√
∆θ
∆0
χ′(t)
((
∆θ − 13∆0
)
dt− a sin2 θ0 dφ
)
,
and Err′s,0 = τ4s I(L0, 4)c˜ for some c˜ ∈ C∞(∂Ms;S2 0T ∗∂MsMs) with supp c˜ ⊂ supp dχ.
Proof. Recall from (2.4) the metric hs = (Λ
2/9)dt2+(Λ/3)gS2 induced on the boundary ∂Ms
by gdS and the boundary defining function r
−1. In the splitting (2.11) with h, τ replaced
by hs, τs, the leading order components of cm,a = gm,a − gdS are then, by Lemma 4.1,
(γ3)NN =
(
r3 · r2(cm,a)rr
)|τs=0 = (∆θ∆0
)3/2 18m
Λ2
,
(γ3)TT = r
3 ·
(
r2
(
(cm,a)tt dt
2 + 2(cm,a)tφ dt dφ+ (cm,a)φφ dφ
2
))∣∣∣
τs=0
,
and (γ3)NT is a smooth 1-form on Rt × S2 whose precise form we do not need.
Since 0 = P0(gm,a) ≡ L0(cm,a) mod τ6s C∞ as in the proof of Lemma 3.6, and since cm,a ≡
r−3γ3 mod τ4s C∞, we conclude that I(L0, 3)γ3 = 0. In view of (3.12), this implies the
relationship (γ3)NN = trhs(γ3)TT (using that 3 = trhs hs).
14 Therefore, the trace-free part
(γ3)TT0 in the refined splitting (2.12) is given by
(γ3)TT0 = (γ3)TT − 1
3
(γ3)NNhs.
By following the calculation (3.11), the normal-tangential component of Errs,0 is thus
(Errs,0)NT = −Λ · 9Λ−2χ′(t) ·
(−ι∂t(γ3)TT0),
which we can compute by means of Lemma 4.1.
Regarding the remaining components of Errs,0, we note that they lie in the range of the
third column of the operator (3.13). But by Corollary 2.5, we have
3Λ−1I(L0, 4) =

6 0 −24 0
0 0 0 0
2 0 −8 0
0 0 0 4
 ,
whose range is thus spanned by (1, 0, 13 , 0) and ker trh, and hence contains the range of the
third column of (3.13). 
14This can also be checked directly. Indeed, the equality of trhs(γ3)TT =
9
Λ2
(γ3)tt +
3
Λ
sin−2 θ (γ3)φφ and
(γ3)NN is equivalent to ∆
2
θ + sin
−2 θ Λ
3
a2 sin4 θ0 = ∆θ∆0 and thus to ∆θ =
sin2 θ0
sin2 θ
; this is easily verified by
plugging in sin2 θ = 1− r20
r2
cos2 θ0 = 1− ∆0∆θ cos
2 θ0, which holds at τs = 0.
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Since the components of Errs,0 other than the normal-tangential component can thus
be solved away pointwise on ∂Ms (modulo one order down, i.e. modulo τ
5
s C∞) with a
τ4s C∞ correction, the only obstruction for gluing is again the integral of (Errs,0)NT against
conformal Killing vector fields on (∂Ms, hs) = (Rt×S2, hs) as in (3.14). The volume density
in these integrals is
|dhs| = Λ
2
9
dt sin θ dθ dφ =
Λ2
9
√
∆0
∆θ
∆−1θ dt0 sin θ0 dθ0 dφ0,
since at τs = 0 we have, using (4.3),
sin θ dθ = −d(cos θ) = −d
(r0
r
cos θ0
)
= −d
(√∆0
∆θ
cos θ0
)
=
(
sin θ0
√
∆0
∆θ
− 1
2
cos θ0
∆
1/2
0
∆
3/2
θ
· 2Λ
3
a2 cos θ0 sin θ0
)
dθ0 =
√
∆0
∆θ
∆−1θ sin θ0 dθ0.
By Lemma 4.7, we therefore have, for V ∈ V(∂Ms),
`m,a(V ) :=
∫
∂Ms
V (Errs,0)NT |dhs|
= 2Λmeff
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
χ′(t0)V
(
(∆θ − 13∆0)dt− a sin2 θ0 dφ
)
sin θ0 dθ0 dφ0 dt0,
(4.9)
where meff := m/∆
2
0 is the effective mass of the triple (p0,m,a). Particular conformal
Killing vector fields V on (∂Ms, hs) include ∂t and ∂φ, and we compute
`m,a(∂t) = −16piΛmeff
3
, `m,a(∂φ) =
16piΛmeffa
3
.
If V is a rotation around an axis orthogonal to that corresponding to ∂φ, then the integrand
in (4.9) vanishes pointwise, hence `m,a(V ) = 0 in this case. Passing to the boundary S3 of
global de Sitter space, with the KdS black hole sitting at the point p0 = (1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ S3,
we have ∂t = SCp0 in the notation (3.15) for some constant C > 0 (only depending on Λ),
while the rotations on the S2-factor of ∂Ms which we considered above span the set (so4)p0
of rotations on S3 keeping p0 fixed.
Consider rotations V ∈ so4 which are orthogonal to (so4)p0 with respect to the inner
product 〈·, ·〉 defined in (4.5); the 3-dimensional space of such V is spanned by rotation
vector fields Rj , j = 2, 3, 4, which are, say, 90 degree rotations in the planes determined
by p0 = (1, 0, 0, 0) and eˆ2 = (0, 1, 0, 0), eˆ3 = (0, 0, 1, 0), eˆ4 = (0, 0, 0, 1), respectively, and
which keep the orthogonal complement of span{p0, eˆj} in R4 fixed. But then the integrand
in (4.9), for each j = 2, 3, 4, is odd either with respect to the reflection θ0 7→ pi− θ0 or with
respect to the rotation φ0 7→ φ0 + pi, hence `m,a(Rj) = 0. A similar symmetry argument
shows that `m,a(Seˆj ) = 0 for j = 2, 3, 4.
Note now that ∂φ, written as a rotation matrix (rotating in the plane spanned by eˆ1 and
eˆ2, while leaving the span of p0 and eˆ3 fixed), is given by
∂φ =

0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
 .
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By comparison with (4.7), we can thus summarize our calculations by
`m,a(Sq) = C0meff〈p0, q〉, q ∈ R4,
`m,a(a) = C1meff〈a0, a〉, a ∈ so4,
where C0, C1 are nonzero real constants. We then have the following analogue of Lemma 3.9:
Lemma 4.8. Given admissible triples b1, . . . , bN as in Theorem 4.4, bi = (pi,mi, ai), with
the pi pairwise distinct, suppose χi ∈ C∞(∂M) are cutoff functions, which are identically 1
near pi. Set ErrNT :=
∑N
i=1(Errbi)NT ∈ C∞(S3;T ∗S3), where
(Errbi)NT (W ) := τ
−4P0(χigpi,mi,ai + (1− χi)gdS
)
(τ∂τ , τW )|τ=0, W ∈ TS3.
Then we have ∫
S3
V (ErrNT )|dgS3 | = 0 ∀V ∈ conf3
if and only if {b1, . . . , bN} is balanced as in Definition 4.3.
The remainder of the gluing construction is very similar to the SdS gluing:
Proof of Theorem 4.4. The only minor difference compared to the proof of Theorem 3.2
is the analogue of Proposition 3.5. Under the balance condition we can solve away the
normal-tangential component of the error term using Delay’s result. However, the τ4 leading
order part of the error in general now has other nonvanishing components as well; but as
demonstrated in Lemma 4.7, these error terms lie in the range of I(L0, 4) and can thus be
solved away pointwise on ∂M using a τ4C∞(∂M ;S2 0T ∗M) metric correction, with support
of this correction contained in
⋃
i supp dχi.
The rest of the proof is the same: one constructs a formal solution in a generalized har-
monic gauge as in Proposition 3.14, solves away the remaining ‘trivial’ error as in Propo-
sition 3.15, and thus obtains a solution of the Einstein vacuum equation by appealing to
Lemma 3.16. 
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